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No students attend fee referendum
during those limes," wrote Lesjack
in an
about die
meetings.
Lesjack was optimistic about
the referendum's passage despite
the lack of attendance at the information meetings. I Ie cited a similar
referendum from the 2001-200- 2
school year to increase die student
activities fee by $20 that passed easily. "I voted against it," s;iid Ixsjack.

BY ROSE BABINGTON
Start Reporter

all-stude-

Kenyon
sophomores and juniors w ill determine
whether the student activities fee
will increase by $25 per semester
w hen online voting begins Sunday,
although three informational meetings about the referendum held by
the Budget and Finance Committee
last w eek went unattended.
According to Student Council
Treasurer John Lesjack 'OS's
the BFC concluded after allocating funds to organizations
2005 that "the Student Activity Fund w as grossly incapable
of adequately meeting the needs
of Campus Organizations." The
Collegian reported on Jan. 27 that
organizations requested "a record
$292,000 to cover expenses for the
spring semester" w hen the BFC's
overall budget for Hie semester was
S 146,000. Kenyon, in comparison
ith the other colleges in the Great
Lakes College Association, has a
student activities fee that is S36.50
below the average fee of $226.50,
according to the BFC's proposal.
The meetings, organized by
Lesjack, were intended to give students a forum so that "any questions
or concerns the student body would
like to raise could be addressed
first-year-
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"I didn't care .... But it passed

90-- 1

or someduiig anyway."
Eddie Rice '07, the president of
the Mock Trial Team, felt confident
that die referendum w ill pass. "It's
only $25, and ... many members
of die student body are part of student organizations," he said. Rice
believed that the increase to the
student activities fee is only the beginning of w ork with the budget. "I

Editorial Assistant

Last year marked a record
low in the

number of students

withdrawing from Kenyon, furthering a trend that has been in
motion for the past few years. In
the 2003-200- 4
academic year, only
76 students withdrew, down from
110 in

1999-200-

0.

Numbers for this year are not
yet available, in part because the
majority of students do not withdraw or transfer until the second
semester of their freshman year.
Director of Counseling Serv ices
Patrick Gilligan, who discusses
the possibility of transferring with
about ten to twenty students each
year, said that more first-yestudents than usual have mentioned
r,
transferring to him this year. I
he said other counselors have
experienced exactly the opposite
ar

Iow-cve-

phenomenon.
"I think probably the number

Whipple '06, (lie president of several
campus organizations. "While my
organizations Kenyon College Ballroom Dance Club, NightCAPS, and

somelliing more than just voting on
a fee increase."
I Iowevcr, not all organization

every cent we asked for in funding
from die BFC, w e arc coping," she
said. Whipple attributed her opposition to die fee increase to die already
high costs of the school. "Given the
amount of money I'm already paying
for college, I realize $25 isn't all that
much more," said Whipple. "But I
get frustrated every time the school
suggests spending even more."

e-m- ail.

leaders support die increase. "I'm
not sure if tliis fee will pass, but
I hope it doesn't," said Allyson

Dearly Departed

ail,

Danswcr's

Co-O- p

did not receive

g

Student participation in the
online vote, which takes place
from Feb. 27 to Mar. 3, will be
key in determining whether or not
the referendum will pass. Some
students, especially first-- y ears, feci
that they are not fully informed
about the vole. Lynne Chiu '08
said, "I actually don't know a whole
lot about it, but I can't say I'm for
any thing diat makes me pay more to
be more involved here." John Bence
'08 concurred that he did not know
a great deal about it and said he did
not attend the information meetings
because he is not active in campus
organizations. "It's partially due to
my apathy," said Bence. Howe er,
he felt that he would vote in favor of
the referendum. "I'm not opposed to
it."

Kevin Guckes

Kirsten Reach '08 and Marcel Wieth '07 rehearse for Dearly Departed, directed by Ryan Fraelich
'07. The show will be performed this weekend in the Horn Gallery.

Student withdrawals for
2003-200- 4
hit record low
BY WILLOW BELDEN

definitely support the fee increase, it
should actually be higher," said Rice
in an
"If the college wants
well funded (and more active) student organizations, then it must do

one reason that students withdraw
is location," said Dean for Academic Advising Jane Martindell.
"They get here, and they ... miss
the city, or they miss die ocean, or
they miss something about home,
and they just decide that maybe it's
too rural for diem."
The other main reason for
transferring from Kenyon, Martindell said, is "because the fit wasn't
right for them they didn't connect
somewhere."
Gilligan said that not fitting
in is the most common reason he
hears about for wanting to leave.
"I think if there was a consistent
theme," Gilligan said, "it would be
not feeling comfortable within the
population of Kenyon."
Both Martindell and Gilligan
agreed that academics are not a
major source of complaint. "Most
students seem to find the professorial relationships and class sizes to
be just as advertised," Gilligan said.
Martindell added that if students

mention academics as a reason for
leaving, it is. typically because diey
want a bigger department.
Furthermore, according to
Martindell, the quality of the College's academics often encourages
students to slay, even if they are
unhappy with some oilier segment
of life at Kenyon.
"I think the academic environment here is our biggest plus
in a lot of ways," Martindell said.
"Students are very happy with dial
piece of it, so if they're unhappy
with another piece, sometimes
they'll slick in there longer just
because they love die academics.
Then, eventually the social part
comes along."
Martindell said she thinks that
"the quality of our academic programs continues to get belter, and I
think that makes a huge difference"
in terms of lowering attrition rates.
Furthermore, she said, the admis- see

WITHDRAW, page three

Peoples Bank adjusts to
new president and CEO
BY MIKE LUDDERS
Editor-in-Chi- ef

'Tve raid Lou's resume, and I
think he has a lot to offer in directing die
bank ... All die changes that are taking
place not only with die laws, but with
electronic banking ... he is willing to
learn and is bringing a lot of energy."
So said Peoples Bank of Gambier ATM systems coordinator Penny
Given of Ijouis C. Pctros, the kink's
new President and CE OTwomondis into his "honeymoon
year" with die
bank, Pctros is still playing his cards close to his
chest I Ie says that while new ini datives
arc inevitable, there is no plan he would
"like to stale for public record yet It will
be a while."
-

85-year--

old

Today: Pardy cloudy.
low:

I Iigh

27F,

18F

Friday: Scattered flurries. High:

37F, low: 16F.

Petros, formeriy of First Knox
bank, is stepping into a role filled for six
years by Joan Jones, currendy of Apple
Valley. Jones, who is contemplating
retirement, will act as President and
C.E.O of the bank's holding company,
Peoples Bancshares of Gambier, during
what is described by all as a transition
phase.
"I don't think there will be any
major changes fin bank policy until
Joan retires" said Given. "We just
went through a major systems update.
Right now as far as staff and the officers
(hat are in place ... I think that we are
stable."
Of her own intentions, Jones said,
' 1 have a few years before I retire," and
that she wishes to oversee the traasi-se- e
BANK, page two

Saturday: Pardy Cloudy. I Iigh:
32F, low: 19F.
Sunday: Times of sun and
clouds. Lligh: 41F, low: 32F.
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Bank: New leadership part of larger structural changes
CONTINUED from page

one

lion because "a continuous concern
of small talks is succession planning
since so many duties fall on so few
people."
Petros, who xiid he has know n
Jones on a professional and personal
level for over twelve years, said he is
more than comfortable with this plan
for the transferor responsibility. "Joan
has and will remain involved in the
organization and to some extent in
control of the org;uiization, as I get my
feel wet," said Petros. 'It's not going
to be an immediate iypa transition."
This season of pause " ill be a
big chiuige for the huik, founded in
1920, wliieh has undergone a flurry
of expansion in recent years. "We
provide most) sen ices to Knox
County beyond just being a student's
bank," s;iid Jones. "I Iowevcr, students and the College w ere among
the original reasons for the bank's
establishment."
In the decades after 1920, Gam-bie- r
grew, the College grew, and business was consistent. Paul Newman
closed his account after graduation in
1950 with a typed letter of intent, and
the bank still keeps die framed original
of this piece of aiircspondence on its
boardroom wall.
After 1985, kinking practices
changed at a rapid rate and Peoples
underwent a series of expansions.
Drive-thr- u
banking was first introthe
bank's old location (now
duced at
the Black Box Theater), and in 1998
expanding business induced the bank
to build its current office on 103 West
Wiggin Street The offices were built
by local contractors, and in January

2000 the Mount Vernon Chamber of
Commerce recognized the bank with
the I Iaut Award, given for facilities,
location and design that promotes load business. In 2001, Peoples opened
its first branch office at 11423 Upper
Gilclirisl Road in N lounl Vernon.
Thai office, though it was "a major,
major investment" according to Petros,
is already ahead of expected financial
gads, successfully supporting itself in
under two years, according to Given.
At the same time, the Peoples Bank
was working to keep pace with technology. The standard ATN I and debit credit
sen ices w ere tinkered with and perfected, arriving at the cunvnt system
with a British accent. Voice banking,
or managing accounts by phone, w as
brought online in Novemlxa", 2(XC In-

Given recendy underwent particular
training in preparation for her change
in position to ATM coordinator, a
job dial is complicated because, said
Gi en, "as a small institution
we
actually ow n die ATM, but diere is
an outside provider dial does software
and prognunming upgrades and sen ice
diere arc security concerns at every
. .
level.
"Lori De Ment, the old ATM
coordinator ... had to move ... and
so she had trained me with what she
knew," continued Given. Because
there are constant updates, in the
regulations, even w idiin die software
... I wanted to go dirough die fonnal
training myself, so I woidd know how
to deid with diings"
Petros, Jones and Given agreed
dial one of die biggest new ckdlcnges
for any huik is not only die new technology but of die laws dial follow die
technology. 'The reasons we have all
die laws and rules dial we have, is dial
someone at some time did it," said
Given, referring mainly to fraud and
account kicking. "There arc people
tiying to use technology, to take advantage of die system. So whenever
a new measure comes up it may seem
stupid or tri ial, but it's diere because
somebody committed a violation dial
nobody kid diought of up until diea"
According to Petros, accountability, both to state and federal evaluators, is
a related priority. Audits are common,
and rcgid;uions alw ays evolve. According to Given, one new concern is the
expanded auditing rules of the Office
of Foreign Assets Control. "Since 9 1
... Having to verify who the customer
is ... tkit's federal. That's one of die
biggest compliance issues we need to
. . .

.

ternet hulking and a web presence ;irc
tlie next priorities, according to Petros.
"We're still a load bank and a
sniiill huik," said Petros, "but w e're a
slighdy larger small bank now ;uid ...
one of die diings w e probably should do
in die future is create a website. Internet
hulking will probably follow."
Given agreed but held reservations,
saing 'The reason die) chose voice access is diat not everyone in die iirca his
access to a computer, but nairly everyone his a phone . . . dial might change
in a year or two, but diere are risks.
Everybody wants electronic hmking
... but diere is such a higher risk w hen
information is out there on die net The
danger changes every day"
To keep up with "rapidly chang-

ing laws and systems," employees
and management undergo regular reand at seminars
training, both
held by larger financial iristitutions in
Columbus or Cincinnati, said Petros.

1

on-si- te

be aware of."
Despite all die recent growth and
systems ekinges, bodi Jones and Petros agree dial die Peoples Bank's scope
and core business liavc not ckmged a
grail dad. 'We arc still a small town
huik with a focus on basic hulking
sen ices," s;iid Petros. "Most of our
business is still in persorud accounts,
residential or home loans ... agricultural loans ... small businesses."
Part of wiiat Jones characterizes
as diis "locally conscious focus" is dial
die huik his a new feel to students
--

coming from more metropolitan
arais. "Sometimes students are unhappy thai w e ;ire
longer
hours, or dial we kive charged diem a
fee if diey overdrew dieir account and
w e ask diem to remember - we are a
business, even though w e try lo cater
to our customers while being fiscally
responsible," Siiid Jones.
Given emphasized another
of die bank's relatioasliip widi
students, saing she amsiders herself
an 'educator.' "I try to help die young
adults coming to school with little
hulking experience," said Given. "A
lot of us do. It woidd be gcxxl if I could
run seminars at die beginning of the
year, about ten to fifteen students with
Q&A."
Despite die recent construction
of Kenyon 's Fitness, Recreation and
Athletic center and die possibilities
for change presented by die College's
Master Plan, the bank will not probably
have any larger-sad- e
relationships with
die College in the near future. Though
Petros and Jones were given die 'welcome gesture' of a private tour of the
new construction in January, Petros
emphasizes that he has not read the
not-ope-

n

as-pe-

ct

Master Han and "no specific conversations kive occurred" regarding it
"We're a$41 million dollar bank,"
said Jones, referring to Peoples' listed
aipkd reserves, the traditional measure
ofa hulk's lending power. Petros compared diis number to regional power
Fifdi Third's $94.5 billion and national
lender J.P N lorgan, which is listed at
$1.1 trillion.

"Because of our size, we're not
right for die College on a capital level
die) mosdy work with larger financial institutions," said Given.
Though still small and in transition, Peoples Bank of Gambicr appears
to be adopting a poise for further,
indeterminate growth. When asked
about die role that die holding com-rui- y
Peoples Bancshares plays in die
management of the huik, Petros said
"Right now; Joan is die only employee
of our holding company ... die hard
is die s;une as die board of die huik
so dierc's not much separation yet"
"But" said Petros, smiling "the
holding company does provide for
Peoples B;uik to possibly grow ...
with anodier financial institution at
some point in time ... so it's a planning tool for the future."
hi die meantime, say all, diere w ill
be no major expansions or acquisi lions,
as new people and new technology
into place at Gambler's bank. New
to die office but not to the community,
Petros says he will take his time working to understand what Jones characterized as "the emironment we are truly
blessed with. A special environment
in Gambier and Knox Count)1" where
"reasoned discourse in the future will
find a balance between progress and
. . .

. . .

set-ti-

es

presenatioa"

Senate decides to form board of judicial advisors
BY SHEA DAVIS

Staff Reporter

'The

goal is to have a system
fair,
that's
especially to the person

who's being accused, and that's

consistent," Associate Dean of
Students Cheryl Steele said at the
Senate meeting last Thursday. At
that meeting, the Senate discussed
possible changes lo the judicial
board and decided to form a board
of judicial advisors.

February

Dean of Students Don Omahan
suggested finding a group of people
to train as judicial advisors. Students
w ho need an advisor for their judicial hearing would be referred to
this group. Omahan added that
this group could be comprised of
both students and faculty.
Steele agreed that such a
group might be helpful, citing that
students accused of an infraction
can have difficulty finding an advisor. "I'd probably limit it to two

16-2- 3,

2005

Feb. 16, 10:55 a.m. -- Report of vandalism to vehicle parked at Ernst
Center parking lot. Report filed with KCSO.
Feb. 16, 1:23 p.m. - Underage possession of alcohol at New Apartments.
Feb. 17, 3:03 a.m. Report of fireworks thrown into room at
Leonard I Ial I.
Feb. 19, 12:01 a.m. - Underage consumption of alcohol at Old
Kenyon. Student transported lo the hospital.
Feb. 19, 9:35 a.m. Vandalism graffiti on exterior of Tomsich
Hall.
Feb. 20, 11:10 p.m. -- Medical call regarding student with accidental
cut on his head. College physician was contacted and requested to
see student tomorrow at Health Center.
Feb. 21, 1:15 a.m. Vandalism damage to lawn area at Acland
Apartments.
Feb. 22, 1:13 a.m. - Medical call regarding ill student at McBride
Residence. Student was transported to Health Center for treatment.
Feb. 22, 3:37 p.m. Report of student receiving harassing messages
at Old Kenyon.

-

-

-

-

--

or three students and two or tliree
faculty, beaiuse right now we just
don't have the amount of hairings,"
Steele said. "This year, we've had
zero hairings."
Steven Snodgrass '05, senior
class representative, said he diought
tiiat students shoidd not be part of the
group of advisors beaiuse die)' coidd
use it if they had "an axe lo grind."

Student Council President
Nick Xcnakis '05 disagreed with
Snodgrass. "Students sometimes
feel easier tdking to other students
about it," Xcnakis said. "It could
facilitate communication."
Vice President of Academic
Affairs Jackie Giordano '05 also
disagreed with Snodsnuss. "They've

managed to be sexual misconduct
advisors, and that's not easy," Giordano said. 'They've managed to be
a lot of things diat aren't easy."
She added, "Aren't we sur
posed to be adidts, too'?"
In regards to the rest of the
judicial board system, the Senate
seemed content with die status quo.
As a whole, die Senate was in favor
of maintaining (lie current make up
of the judicial board.
"I think it's important to have
a gcxxl hd;uice between continuing
members and members of die community diat are here for a shorter
lime," Omahan s;ud. "It seems to
have a lot of credibility when we are
able to say thai diere arc an equal
1

1

number of faculty and students."
Omahan also said the appeals
process did not need to be rev ised.
"I think the system right now is
working pretty well," he said. "We
want to be careful to not
die process."
over-complica-

te

In addition, the Senate decided
in a straw poll vote not to further
discuss the option of giving the
Greek and Independent representatives full voting privileges. As neither the Greek nor the Independent
representatives were present at the
meeting, they did not comment on
die issue.
During its next meeting on N lar.
3, die Senate will discuss die N lastcr
Plan.

K

Due to staff error, President Georgia Nugent was misquoted last week ("Trustees consider results
of survey," Feb. 17, 2005). The article stated that President Nugent invited the entire campus to several
"Presidential Conversations" she held to gather ideas for the upcoming capital campaign; in fact, President
Nugent invited only select members of the campus community to these events.
Due to staff error, incorrect information was given about the administrative position of Professor of
Sociology I Ioward Sacks ("Trustees consider results of survey," Feb. 17, 2005). The article stated that Sacks,
w ho is currently on sabbatical, will next year return to his position as Special Advisor to the President; in
fact, that will be a new title, as last year he served as Special Assistant to the President.
Due to editorial error, a member of the men's basketball team was misidentified last w eek ("Men's
basketball falls short in final home game," Feb. 17, 2005). It was reported that Tyler Newman '05 was
punched by a member of the Earlham basketball team; in fact, Tyler Rchm '06 was punched.
Due to editorial error, Amanda Carpenter '05 was misquoted last week ("The art of being a successful
Kenyon art major," Feb. 17, 2005). Carpenter was quoted as saying that "Art majors often feel that their
work is 'underappreciated.'" In fact, Carpenter was not referring to the artistic work of her peers; Carpenter
Carpenter was
believes that wood itself is an "underappreciated" artistic material. In a following
clear to state that she felt supported by the Kenyon campus.
The Collegian apologizes for any confusion resulting from these errors.
e-m-

ail.
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Withdraw: 2004 - 2005 numbers not available

CONTINUED from page one
sions office continues to do better
at attracting and accepting students
that will fit in well at Kenyon.

ar

Admissions has been encouraging more students to visit campus
prior to enrolling, and according to
Dean of Admissions and Financial
Jennifer Rritz, 92 percent of
the students w ho enrolled in 2004
visited Kenyon. This is up from 89
percent in 2001.
"Visiting campus is the single
largest determinant in the admissions decision," Britz said. "If they
visit and they like what they see, the
chances are very strong that they
w ill enroll."
In addition to filtering out during the admissions process students
who seem less apt to fit into the Ke- nyon community, Martindell said
the College works hard to maintain
supportive resources for students
on campus. "If students come in
and say they aren't connecting, we
usually can get them connected to
Aid

something," she said.

Most of the students who

withdraw voluntarily from Kenyon
are first-yestudents, and Martindell often tries to combat their
discontent by introducing them
to upperclass students who have
similar interests. "Those students
who get connected to upperclass
students are more likely to stay,"
Martindell said.
Gilligan said that when students talk to him about transferring,
lie first tries to ascertain whether
their unhappiness stems from their
Kenyon experience, or whether it is
part of a longer-terproblem they
face, in w hich case a shift in location is unlikely to provide a cure.
"If the problem is central to
Kenyon," Gilligan said, "we encourage students to think about
how to make changes whether
or not they transfer to make the
best of their time here."
"If a certain issue is causing
problems," Martindell added, "and
if I think w e might have a resolution for that, I do tell them that we
might w ant to try a couple of things
before they transfer."
m

.

Gilligan said these efforts are
largely successful and that most
of the students he works with end
up resolving their issues, building
connections and staying at Kenyon.
Nonetheless, he said he does not
try to pressure students to stay, if
Kenyon is not the right place for
--

them.

"Kenyon is not the right place
for everybody," he said. "If somebody really is unhappy here, we
don't want them to stay and have
a bad experience here. We don't
have a problem filling this place
up."
Martindell said that rather than
discourage students from leaving,
she tries to "act as a sounding
board for them." Looking at other
schools is not a negative thing, she
said. "The really important tiling is
that they find what they w ant," she
said. "College is supposed to be a
good experience."
Martindell added that simply
taking a year or two off from
college in general can sometimes
be beneficial to certain students.

"Some will just come and say, 'I
need to take some time off because
I want to do something else,'" Martindell said. "Sometimes that's the
best thing in the world to do. If
you're not getting out of college
what you want to be getting, and
it's just not the right time for you,
I think taking time off is fine. ...
It's not a bad label."
She added that students take
time off for many reasons and use
their free time for a wide variety
of tilings, including wilderness programs, travel abroad, or volunteer
work or community service."
Accord ng to Mart i nde , most
students who take time off eventually come back to Kenyon.
Not all students who withdraw
from the school do so voluntarily;
the College sometimes expels students either for deficient academic
performance or for a severe infraction of College policy.
At the end of each semester,
the Committee on Academic
Standards (CAS) reviews student
grades and informs Martindell of

any students with deficient grades.
If a student has multiple deficient
grades or a very low GPA , he or she
may be asked to leave. According
to Martindell, between six and ten
students are asked to withdraw
each semester for academic reasons. The number of students expelled because of judicial decisions
is far lower, usually no more than
one per year.
Students who have left for
academic reasons may reapply to
Kenyon, Martindell said, "as long
as they've done well somewhere
else and they're able to document
their time away, and it was a productive time, and they're ready to
comeback." Martindell said over
half of these students reapply, and
many are readmitted.
CAS can, however, place
stipulations on a student's readmit-tanc"If CAS has been the one
that asks you to leave," Martindell
said, "you're usually readmitted on
conditional enrollment; you have to
achieve a certain GPA in order to

much longer, they w ill be giv en
office work to do in the Student
Activities Center. Organizations
w ith storage in the game room,
like the Fencing Club, can still

"Instead of letting things get
we'll try to set up a schedule for these tilings," Smith said,
suggesting putting the tables on
separate rotations, so that, ever'
two years, two of the tables would
be refelted.
For future work Smith has
proposed another company she
worked with at Capital University, a company called Southern
Bowling & Billiards, who have
already been tapped to provide
an alternate appraisal for the refurbishing of the rotted tables.
Until the game room opens
again, students w ith an unsatisfied
pool itch w ill have to resort to the
one table remaining in Philander's
Pub.

i

1

1

e.

stay.

Ancient, crumbling tables keep game room closed
BY

JON POROBIL
Staff Reporter

Kenyon students should have
returned from winter break to four
newly refelted pool tables in the
Gund Commons game room, according to Director of Student
Activities Tacci Smith. Howev er,
when the company hired for the
job. the Zanesville based A- -l
Pools & Spas, arrived to
refelt the tables, they discovered
Ex-calib-

ur

the wood the original felts

that

were stapled to was rotting and
crumbled as soon as the staples
were remov ed, according to A- -l
Excalibur representative Shannon
Longstreth. Two of the four tables
are

actually over

1

00 years old.

and a third is around 90.
as antiques and buy entirely new
"This is the first time they've tables. Smith admitted that she
ever been opened up." Smith said, and Noe do not know how long
"i doubt that stuff has ever been this process might take. "We'll
replaced."
.probably open up the game room
The game room has remained
and rope olT the pool tables till
closed this semester and Smith
spring break,'" she said.
and Area Coordinator for Upper-clas- s
Game room employee Tris
Students Colette Noe have Warkentin '05 said he had heard
been discussing how to proceed.
nothing of the sort. "I personOne option is to refurbish comally think it's a travesty," said
pletely the anticjue tables with Warkentin. "I don't understand
new wood. '"I still haven't seen the why it hasn't been fixed yet ... I
price for that," said Smith, who just feel like the process could be
acknowledged that it would not accelerated."
be cheap, considering the original
The game room's student emprice for
the four tables
ployees have been given "busy-workwas supposed to be $1,200.
cleaning up, organizing or
The alternate option would
making signs, and Smith said that
be to auction off the pool tables
if the game room remains closed
re-felti- ng

,"

access their supplies through
security or through Gund Game
Room manager Gregory Browne-Nicho'05.
The new felting would have
been just one of several improvements in the game room. Students
w ere treated to a new ping-pon- g
table at the beginning of the fall
semester, and Smith and Noe had
been talking about other possible
improvements before the pool
tables became their number-on- e
priority. Now their focus is on
preventing future problems.

ls

so bad.

Student Council discusses judicial procedures
BY ANDY CLAUTICE

Staff Reporter

of its continuing
of Kenyon 's judicial process, the Student Council met with
Director of Counseling Services
Patrick Gilligan to discuss the role
of counselors and advisors in sexual
misconduct hearings.
Much of the discussion focused
on the role of advisor to the accused
and accuser. Currently, that role is
filled by a faculty member who
helps the student formulate questions to ask at a hearing and to
attend the hearing with the student.
Although the advisor cannot ask
questions during the hearing, he or
she can ask for clarification on any
As a part

review

point.

generally adequate for the purpose,
and Gilligan admitted that sometimes a disparity occurs, allowing
the student who is able to "articulate their position more clearly" to
gain an upper hand. Gilligan said
that there is no "trained pool" from
which advisors are drawn, but that
having one would prevent such imbalance.
Housing and Grounds Chair
Steve Hands '06 suggested that
restricting a student's options for
choosing an advisor would reduce
their comfort level, but Farmer
countered that what would be lost
in comfort would be gained in experience, a sentiment with which
Gilligan agreed. Farmer did ask if
it would be possible to have students
fill these roles, but Gilligan said that

Senate
Meredith
Farmer '05 asked if advisors were
Co-Cha- ir

if they did, it would have to be only
seniors so as to minimize the amount

of time a student would have to en
counter their advisor around campus
after the hearing.
Although he praised Kenyon 's
judicial process several times during
the session, Gilligan did bring up the
issue of the reporting process several
times, specifically the fact that any
reports of sexual assault brought to
any employee of the College must
be taken to Security and Safety, who
must then contact law enforcement.
If people were to look at other similar schools, said Gill igan , "we might
find that some colleges aren't as strict
... as we are." I Ie characterized this
as "advantageous" because it shows
Kenyon is not trying to cover up any
incidents, but said that it could deter reporting by v ictims who did not
want any information to be public.
Vice President for Academic

Affairs Jackie Giordano '05 ex

pressed concern with this policy,
particularly as it applies to Resident Advisors. Because RAs are
employees of the College, they fall
under the policy of required reporting, which Giordano said made
for difficult interactions with any
resident an RA suspects may have
been assaulted. She suggested that
perhaps RAs should only have to
report to the Counseling Center
instead of Security and Safety.
Gilligan agreed that the College's
policy could possibly "step back a
little."

After Gilligan had gone, but
--

before the meeting was concluded,
Senior Class President Sasha Whita-ke- r
wondered whether the fact that
Kenyon does not report
violations, such as underage drinking, to law enforcement even though
they are illegal contributes to a cul
non-sexu- al

ture of leniency. She cited the fact
that so many students are shocked
to encounter law enforcement in
sexual misconduct cases as evidence
that students expect Kenyon to act as
a "safety net" against other authorities.

Giordano responded that,
when possible, the judicial process
tries to focus on education instead
of punishment. Hands also claimed
that sometimes punishment cannot
succeed as prevention. "Students
are going to drink underage, no
matter what, and the school understands that," said Hands, adding that
reporting such incidents to law enforcement would serve little purpose
other than forcing students to drink
in secret.

Student Council's review of
the judicial process will continue
throughout this semester.
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Whimsical clothing store resides in Gambier
According to Church, she
wasn't particularly stylish during

ISAAC MILLER
StaffWriter

"It was really something I felt
like doing for the students and the

Village," says Susan Church
'85, the founder and owner of
Pink Flamingo, the new clothing
store in Gambier, formerly called
Celebrations. The store is located
behind the College Bookstore and
the Sprint building. Church's story
and that of her establishment go far
back, and they are as interesting as
the place itself.
Church '85 grew up in Gambier and was always around the
College. In 1963, when she was
just eight weeks old, she moved
from Ann Arbor, Michigan with
her mother and her father, late Professor of English Phillip Church.
She attended the local school and
has fond memories of growing up
here.
"I'd leave in the mornings to
play and come back in the evenings," she said. "We were pretty
wild back then." She relumed to
Ann Arbor to start her collegiate
career at the University of Michigan. Church wasn't completely

satisfied with her experience,
saying she "expected something
more," so her father convinced
her to come back and go to Kenyon. She graduated with a B.A. in
biolosv.

.him

m

her years at the College, because
"The '80s was a time of haves and
have-notYou were supposed to
conform." Still, Church said that
the fashion sense at Kenyon has
always been different. "Kenyon
students always take the current
fashions and put a twist on it,"
she said.
The creation of the store was
still a long time coming, though.
s.

After she graduated, Church
moved out to California, hoping
to ride horses professionally. She
never quite fulfilled that dream and
ended up spending thirteen years
there, moving a total of fifteen
times around Marin and Sonoma
Counties. With all of these moves,
she had to get several different
jobs, a task made much easier by
her Kenyon education.
"I had a superior education
than a lot of oilier applicants," she
said. "I was able to talk my way
into a lot of jobs due to writing and
verbal skills." Church w orked as
a tutor and kindergarten and sixth
grade teacher. This led to her work
with special aid children, followed
by a behavioral counselor position
and hospice work.
She came back in May 1998
to help her mother, w ho had just
suffered a stroke and her father,
who was unwell. After the unex- -
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How do yon feel about Gambier being mentioned on
www. homestarrunner. com:

Andrew Kibbee '08

-

aV-V-

hole-in-the-w-

originally called Celebrations,
but the name had to be changed
because it was tlie same as a mailorder company.
The clothinu is an eclectic
mix of styles from various peri- -

A

"Our apparel represents our

C" J

image as a school, and we w ant to
be able to w ear it with all the pride
it deserves." wrote Keny on United
Students Against Sweatshops (KU-SAin a statement to the ( )llegian.
"We want to use our power as students and as aggregate consumers to
advocate these reforms in attempts to
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'It's nifty that Gambier made
the

w
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eb."

Kjersten Hild '07 and
Rebecca Eckert '07
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"It's good

to know that Gambier is being put on the map for
something more important than
voter turnout."

"

-

Sarah Goldstein '07
-
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'Like, fangoriously

world-clas-

s

and grand."

StrongBad
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BY MARA AL.PER1N

concern ourselves 'not with private
and particular truths, but with the
general and the universal.' as the
Kenyon College Mission Statement
asks of us. acting not only for ourselves, but also lending an example
for others."
Kl'SAS was started in die fall of
2(X)2 after a group of students were
inspired by a presentation where
two human rights workers, Jim Ready and Leslie Kret.u, shared their
cxx:ricnees ofliving in Indonesia for
a month while working at a Nike

u.,.':

ell-ke-

Since the store opened,
Church says the response has been
very positive and "overwhelming." This, she notes proudly, has
been accomplished w ith very little
advertising. Though she has advertised in the Collegian and put up
signs with whimsically titled paper
art like "I Iappy Tension," most of
it has been word of mouth. This
has attracted a very w idc variety of
people to Pink Flamingo looking
for things ranging from the really
different to classic.
"Now fashion is of interest,"
Church observed. "A lot is in
style."
One surprising thing about her
clientele is that 60 percent is male.
This might stem from the fact that
Church will take requests and look
for what customers want. "Guys
are more goal oriented, while girls
shop for recreation," she said.
Certainly, business boomed for
Phling, when many students were
searching for a vintage look for the
"Great Gatsby" theme party.
Church also does business
with student groups, such as the
D;uice Co-oand takes Kenyon
College purchase orders. Church
has a great affinity for Kenyon
students, because she was once
one herself and has the utmost
respect for them.
--

pt

said Annali Sidigu "05. Sidigu said
that she considers KUSAS to be
the most effective means for her to

1

"

all

great stories behind much of her
merchandise. Besides some pieces
from the '40s and '50's and some
new things she finds "interesting,"
most of the clothing comes from
the '60s, '70s and '80s. According
to Church, all of the clothing, even
pieces, is
very old and w
Her
store
priced very cheaply.
also features a box of giveaway
clothing, an idea she got from her
lime in Bolinas, California, for a
"hippy Gambier." Fven her racks
and decorations arc an interest- -

of things. Her

e

made herself. The palm trees that
dominate the women's section
furniwere from a closed-dow- n
ture store. Finally, one wall in
the hallway has posters with old
Kenyon quotes, pictures and stories of brushes w ith great people.
Overall, the store presents a stimulating mix of the stylish past and
present.

Kevin Guckes

fun and funky vintage clothing
store. In December, with the
Village's approval, she began'
moving the merchandise into her
home, a former stable and college
overflow house, in which the store
is located. Pink Flamingo opened
for business on Jan. 15. It was

hodge-podg-

racks either came from stores
that weren't using them or were

Tucked behind the College Bookstore, Pink Flamingo offers a pastiche
of vintage clothing for browsing or purchasing.

Features Assistant
"

ing

v

JENNY LU

r

"L- -

'-

ods. Church already had a collection of old clothing from her
travels, including a cloak from
an old I Iill Theater sale. Then she
added to it. Refusing to shop in
Knox County, which she referred
to as "cheating," she has gone to
surrounding areas and has found
a trove of great clothing. She
vintage
goes to
and thrift stores and garage sales.
She also lakes donations, noting
that "people with clothing attachments often want to give them to
students, not donate them to
Goodwill." She can also tell

p,

--

Kenyon students take on sweatshops

"It turns mc on."

y

peeled death of her father in June,
Church remained in Gambier to
assist her mother and to train
horses for a few years.
Two events occurred in Nov.
2004 that convinced her to open
her store. The closing of the Salvation Army store gave her the
idea of selling clothing cheaply
to students who had once enjoyed
die thrift store and its carefree atmosphere. The other event was
the election. "The store was about
the election," she says, "I was just
so impressed with the students."
She decided to start her own

lac-to-

n.

"People were really cnergied
bv Jim Ready and Leslie Kretu's
presentation, which is why we decided w e needed a campus organization to address the sweatshop issue."

"work to eliminate sweatshop conditions without taking jobs aw ay
from the many people who depend
on such jobs for their survival."
KUSAS is a part of the larger
national organization. United Students Against Sw eatshops (USAS).
w hich at present has over 200 student groups on campuses across
the United States and Canada.
The USAS website explains that
"sweatshop" became a household
term again al ter stories of abuse and
exploitation came to light in the mid
990s from the factories producing
clothes for the American market.
Recognizing that many universities and colleges profited from the
exploitation of laborers who make
the clothes bearing the school's logo,
1

concerned students gathered together
ealshop
in July of 998 foran anti-sconference. During the conference,
1

w

they founded USAS and made it
their goal to bring an end to what

Kristin Kvemland '07 calls "university and college complacency
w ith the sweatshop system."
According to Kvcrnlaud, the

Kenyon chapter of USAS is primarily concerned with fair later
practices. "We recognize, along
with our affiliates, diat many schools
directly profit from women, men
and children around die globe who
manufacture clothing in sweatshops
to bear an institutional logo," she
said.

The members- of the organization stress diat to bring an end to such
exploitation, they are demanding dial
die College accept responsibility for
die conditions under which its apparel is made by adopting Codes of
Conduct to regulate manufacturer activity. To do diis, KUSAS is asking
-

die College to sign on to die Workers
Rights Consortium (WRC).
"
Created in 1999 by USAS in
consultation with w orkers and hu-

man rights groups, the WRC

is a

organization
nonprofit,
g
tliat works to ensure tliat all
made
institutional logos are
in workable conditions. According
to its website, w w w.studenlsagain
stsweatshops.org. the WRC brings
non-politic-

al

apparel-bearin-

out information concerning industry practices and pressures firms
to improve working conditions
factories.

in
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Involvement necessary in referendum
Three months ago, the campus was afire with criticism of the
Budget and Finance Committee (BFC), some of which emanated from
within these pages, for their inability to adequately fund the never-endin- g
flow of student groups. Now, the committee has proposed a
solution, which by all indications will provide ample funding for a
,
myriad of student interests.
This solution, a $25 increase in student activities fees, will add approximately $40,000 to the funds currently allocated. Groups, which
received no funding for the semester and were unable to function,
will be able to continue with at least some of their planned activities.
With departmental funding dwindling to nothingness, and President
Nugent choosing to no longer share her funding with student organizations, the options for funding have grown slim. Yet, the Student
Life Committee has failed to stem the tide of new groups.
With the future of Kenyon as a fertile ground for new clubs at
stake, the campus must weigh the upcoming referendum seriously. A
minor sacrifice from everyone can be greatly beneficial to the campus community as a whole. At the same time, with tuition and fees
continuing to amble towards the $40,000 mark, it can be difficult for
some to fathom tacking on even a small amount in addition. There
are no easy answers to these difficult issues.
Regardless of stance, however, Kenyon students must take an
active interest in this issue. Evasion of a difficult situation does not
constitute a solution. All interested parties must participate resolving these problems amicably, and the entire student body should be
interested.
The lack of student participation in the referendum process
demonstrates a shameful level of apathy, one that undermines any
faith in the student body as a whole. Those who fail to take part in
an open decision-makin- g
process have no right to complain if the
outcome is contrary to their desires.
With that said, it can only be hoped that students will actually
vote in significant numbers in the upcoming referendum poll. Having
a student government that is accountable to the student body is only
valuable to the extent that the constituents remain involved. If 1600
students have no interest in bringing about change, then why bother
to initiate change at all.
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H.B. DcBrum

Genetically modified food
BY TRIS WARKENTIN

Guest Columnist

The age of the consumer
has come, and with it comes
new technological amenities and
an enhanced lifestyle, including
increased longevity and higher
survival rates through medical
care. The necessary corollary of
this equation is a population that
is booming: there are six billion
people inhabiting the planet now,
with nearly double expected within
the next century. Obviously, one of
the most critical problems for these
masses of people will be starvationa problem not only for the
future, but one that is also prevalent
today. Over eight million people
die of starvation every year, and 75
percent of those are under the age
of five.
In 2002, the World Food Programme (WFP) warned that two
and a half million more people
could starve in Zambia. Zambia,
one of the poorest nations in the
world, has been ecologically destroyed by a period of sustained
drought. The WFP and several
other organizations offered to contribute thousands of tons of food
aid to Zambia in order to avoid the
hunger crisis that would naturally
result from a sustained drought.
L'nfortunately, the Zambian government refused the food aid for
what, to an outsider, must seem an
absurd reason: the donated food
was genetically modified.
Then-preside-

nt

of Zambia

Levy Mwanavvasa called genetically-modified
(GM) food "poison,"
offering no scientific rationale for
his refusal of GM maize except that
one strain of maize, which was not
included in the package to Zambia,,
called Starlink maize, had not been
authorized by the EPA. It has since
been authorized. His sentiments
have been mirrored by countless
authorities,
other
such as the Prince of Wales, who
claimed that "I happen to believe
that this kind of genetic modification takes mankind into realms
that belong to God and to God
alone. Apart from certain highly
beneficial and specific medical applications, do we have the right to
experiment with and commercialize the building blocks of life?"
This is, unfortunately, the
same logic employed for many
years against the "devilry" of
medicine, the merits of which the
non-scientif-

ic

prince himself lauds

ironically,

he is willing to experiment with

and commercialize the building
blocks of life to save one life, but
not for the sake of millions.
But the prince is certainly not
alone in his disdain for GM foods.
In fact, a BBC online poll in 2002
asked: "Is Zambia right to refuse
GM food?" Of 6241 respondents,
51 said yes. That's right, a majority of people think that letting
two and" a half million souls perish
from starvation is preferable to the
moral indignation of consuming
genetically-modifie-

d

food.

But why the furor? Other than
a simple knee-jer- k
reaction that
humans shouldn't be tinkering
with nature in ways that we might
not completely understand, the
scientific evidence against genetically modified foods is extremely
thin. The most frequently cited
study against genetically modified
foods is one that involved genetically modified potatoes which
were shown to adversely affect the
digestive systems of some mammals.

However, these potatoes
were specifically designed for the
purposes of proving that it would
be possible to cause harm with
genetically modified food, and the
genetic modification to the potatoes
entailed the creation of a protein
known to harm digestive tracts of
mammals. The potatoes themselves
were never intended for consumption, the findings were moderately
weak anyway, and several scientists have questioned whether a
significant difference truly existed
between GM-fe- d
rats and
rats due to several failed
attempts to replicate the experinon-GNl-f-

ed

ment.
In fact, despite public outcry
against GM foods in Britain, gov-

ernment studies have repeatedly
reported that GM foods are safe
and efficient, although they do not
at present provide significant economic advantages in production.
In America, genetically modified
crops are not distinguished from
non-Gcrops, and the harvests
are mixed. Almost all Americans
foods
eat genetically-modifie- d
with some regularity, despite frequent protests from environmental
activist groups and the morally indignant.
Ironically, some of those who
most vehemently oppose genetically modified foods may in fact
M

also be some of the largest consumers of GM crops. 54 percent of the
soybeans harvested in the United
States in 2000 were genetically
modified, and that figure had risen
sharply, up from seven percent in
1996. Now, many of the environmental activist groups that protest

genetically modified foods are
also opposed to the consumption
of animal products, particularly
those derived from factory farming.
Thus, many of these environmental activists are likely vegans, and
probably rely on soy materials for
a large portion of their protein and
nutrient intake.
Of further ironic note is that
many of these activists campaign
against the heavy use of pesticides
and herbicides that support our current system of farming. However,
many scientists agree that GM crops
are the best way to limit the necessity for herbicides and pesticides.
Particularly in the case of herbi-

cides, farmers are forced to use
very low doses of herbicides over
a long period of time to eliminate
weeds, for fear of killing the crop
with herbicides. However, with
herbicide-resistacrops such as
Roundup-read- y
crops developed
by Monsanto, a single application
of herbicides at a greater strength
can limit herbicide runoff by a factor
of five.
Aside from the probable benefits of genetic modification for
food purposes, genetically modified organisms also play an important role in this debate. The general
opposition to genetic modification
of organisms could also impede
nt

much needed technological innovation. For example, researchers have
created a type of bacteria that "eats"
oil, allowing for thorough, safe and

environmentally friendly cleanup
of oil spills that might otherwise
destroy entire habitats.
The biggest hurdle for genetically modified organisms is not,
however, the science of the matter;
it is the battle of public opinion.
Until people are convinced that GM
food is not going to suddenly spur
to life, the viability of GM products is low, no matter its practical
purposes. As Zambia has shown,
some people would prefer certain
death by starvation than possible
death by poison.
Editor 's notes: This is the first

bioethics
in a series of
columns, wrilen by members of the
Bioethics Club.
bi-week- ly
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The elections in Iraq pose new problems
BY GABEJOSELOW

Guest Columnist

flaws of democracy, it is no
doubt far better than living
under the dark, bloodthirsty,
autocratic sword.
So that was that. I could

Ah, democracy. The fortunate side effect of a brutal war
have kissed every member
with a suffering and impoverished nation. It couldn't be of the Bush administration,
sweeter if we had planned it. from Rumsfeld's lipless maw
Maybe I am a little bitter, but I to Cheney's scowl; I would
guarantee it is not because the have covered them all in wet
Republican party actually did sloppies tongue and all. But
something right for once. It is just as I was about ready to
because for a brief moment I buy stock in Sinclair and nail
actually betrayed my bleeding a portrait of Reagan above my
bed, I put down my hammer.
liberal heart.
There they were, hundreds "Hey," I thought, "We didn't go
of thousands of Iraqis lining up to war to give the Iraqi people
to vote, giving me and the rest Democracy. Weren't we there
of my doubting kind the big because they were a threat to
purple finger. And I can say us. Didn't we go so that they
wouldn't blow us up? Why am
that for a little while I actuI
DeI
it.
still wearing this Polo shirt
ally thought deserved
these khaki pants?"
and
attacks,
spite suicide bomber
God the Iraqi people
Thank
in
one
voted;
the Iraqi people
case, so I'm told, voters had have been freed, but we cannot
to deliberately step over an forget what got us to this point.
From the very beginning, this
exploded body to vote, spitting on the corpse in defiance. war was fought entirely to
It was moving, and I say that diffuse some vague, and ultiwithout a hint of sarcasm. The mately false threat, not because
people finally got to vote and the Bush administration was
they risked their lives to do it. so compassionate towards the
Say what you will about the Iraqi people. Freedom for the

friendly. Syria, Libya, Jordan,
Iraqi people was always somewhere in Bush's plan of action, Egypt and Turkey, to name a
somewhere after "win second few, are all Sunni Muslim naterm," but this war was clearly tions. It is always dangerous
fought as if it was against a to stereotype, especially when
legitimate, powerful enemy, trying to explain the situation
in the Middle East, which is
not as a war of independence.
You do not "Shock and Awe"
obfuscated beyond all recognition. But in a very general way
your own cities, deliberately
destroying the infrastructure of speaking, Sunnis and Shiiles
do not get along. The closest
and killing civilians in a revolution. This war was a disaster, Shiite nation to Iraq is the bordering Iran everyone's favoand it is far from over.
Fantastic they got the ritedesignated a state sponsor
vote, but it is not going to make of terrorism by the U.S. And
the elected Shiite majority
things any easier anytime soon.
Here's a hint: suicide bombers parlies in Iraq explicitly supdon't vote. Some Sunni groups, port Iran. But then again, Iran
such as the Iraqi Islamic Party, also fought against Iraq in the
have simply said they will not late '80s when Saddam was in
control of Iraq, so who's really
participate in the new elections. The country is going to to say where they stand, except
be bitterly divided to the point to say that they are not down
of civil war. A strong force is with the U.S. A?
Confused? I'll sum it up.
going to be needed to enforce
So now Iraq has a Shiite
justice; but guess what: the
Iraqi people essentially voted government with no friend in
for a parly that wants the U.S. the Middle East except for their
out. The paradox is that we former enemy and ours, Iran
cannot occupy the country and and, while the country seeks
independence, it also wants
call it free at the same time.
the U.S. to leave. Now what,
More bad news the region is not particularly Shiite- - W? Where do we go from here,

.

Rice? We can't expect tc stabilize a country that is fighting a
war with itself and potentially
at odds with every one of its
neighbors. Are we just going
to turn the country over, pull
out and watch it be destroyed
or allow it to ally itself with a
more powerful enemy? There
is no course of action less
than divine intervention that
will resolve this situation in a
way that benefits the U.S. Oh,
well, maybe we'll get some oil
out of it.
We have sent thousands of
American soldiers and countless Iraqis to their deaths. This
is a fact that is not available
for any political partisan bickering. The loss of life for an
unrighteous cause is an absolute atrocity. Although in the
light of the elections it looks
like justice has been served,
protected and upheld, we have
created a situation that could
potentially lead to more violence, more death.
Shock to shock and awe to
awe; it was an ugly road that
led us here and it's an ugly road
ahead.

Values are not only Christian No need for researchers
BY REV. KARL STEVENS

Staff Columnist

Here's a quote from Cokie
Roberts, Senior News Analyst for
NPR, on why some Congressional
Democratic leaders are, unhappy
with Howard Dean's election as
party chairman: "What Howard
Dean can do is rev up the Democratic base, and that's not what the
party needs right now. Democrats
lost 97 of the 100 fastest growing
counties in the LInited States in the
last election... What the Democrats
need is to reach out to Republicans
and independents in order to win
elections... Dean is not looking like
the person who knows how to do
I Ie's
that. I Ie looks very blue-statnortheastern, he's secular, at a time
when Democrats are trying to find
a voice for talking about values."
There is a glaring assumption at the end of this analysis.
Congressional Dcms opposed to
Dean's election seem to be assuming that if one is secular, one
cannot articulate values. In other
words, only religious people are
conscious enough of their values
to give voice to them.
e.

once it is assumed that all values
necessarily have something to do
with the Church, it has historically
been very easy for dubious cultural
values to take shelter under the
umbrella of Christianity, and to
gain credence by doing so.
In my last column, I brought
up heterosexual marriage as a secular value that became normative
to Christianity, but there are many
more. The idea of natural slavery
that led to the debate in Valladolid
in 1550, and justified the enslavement of Africans for the next three
hundred years. The justification of
Imperialism as a missionizing impulse that would bring the Gospel
to heathen people, and only
bring great wealth and
power to the elite of European
e
nations. The theology of the
by
Andrew
man, exemplified
Carnegie's The Gospel of Wealth,
which claims as a positive social
good "a condition of affairs under
which the best interests of the race
are promoted, but which inevitably
gives wealth to the few." The list
goes on and on.
coin-cident- ly

self-mad-

I

do not believe that the

This assumption bespeaks

Church should never be involved
in culture, nor do I believe that

just how successful the religious

culture should never influence

right has been in claiming a monopoly over ethical thought in the
political debate. I must admit that
I view this development with a
deep sense of unease, not because
I think such a monopolizing trend
is bad for the nation, but because I
think it's bad for the Church. There-are- ,
of course, secular values. As
long as they arc named, practicing Christians can make choices
about whether they arc antithetical
or consistent with Christianity. But

the church. Civil rights, which
has had profound influence on
American culture, was powerfully influenced by Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s religious beliefs, and the
responsibility he had as a minister
to work for the welfare of his flock.
The emergence of new theories
and systems of thought deepen
theological conversation within
the church, forcing Christians to
reread scripture with fresh interpretive lenses and discover, again

and again, that the Gospel continues to speak to people even when
the material and social conditions
of their lives change radically. But
these processes of interchange and
influence are best served when
church and culture each clearly
articulate the way they understand
the world. Simply put, there can be
no honest conversation w hen only
one voice is speaking.
Honestly it has a great deal
to do with my objection to the

religious monopoly of values
and language. I would mistrust
a politician who paid lip service
to Christian values for the sole
purpose of turning red counties

blue.

I

suspect that many of

those counties are red because

their constituencies voted for
cultural values that the Church
has uncritically allowed to slip
under the umbrella of Christianity. Neither of these things imply
conversion to Christianity, or the
y
work of determining
what it means for each believer
to live in imitation of Christ. If
Howard Dean is a secularist, a
fairly vague label in itself, then
he might just be the person that
both church and stale need to
clarify the debate. If he honestly
articulates what he believes to
be the positive social value of a
given position, then Christians
will have a chance to critically
examine his claims in the light
of their beliefs. If he speaks
of values in the undefined and
amorphous way that Cokie Roberts did in her description of the
congressional Democrats' uncase,
than we will remain trapped in the
false assumption that all "values"
are, in some way. Christian.
day-to-da-

BY ALLYSON

their research.

WHIPPLE

Professors who would rather

Guest Columnist

Last week, I was speaking with
a professor who was about to have a
meeting with his department's search
committee to decide which candidate
to hire for the corning academic year.
There were about five candidates to
pick from, but he described two to
me in detail. One was described as a
superior teacher with a fair research
record. The other had done incred-

ible research and had a
resume. I lowever, his teaching was
poor. I was stunned to find out that
30-pa-

ge

this professor was leaning toward the
researcher instead of the teacher.

As of this writing, I do not
know the outcome of that meeting. But even if the committee did
make the correct choice, I am still
v ery concerned about other departments, especially since hiring season
is in full swing. I worry that other

departments are leaning towards
great researchers, even if they lack
teaching ability. This practice goes
against everything Kenyon stands
for as a college, and I worry that
if this method of hiring becomes
common, the College will lose its
identity.

One of the reasons many students chcxi.se Kenyon is because il
institution.
is not a research-base- d
We are here because we want ac-

cessible professors, not graduate-levteaching assistants. I don't
care about the quantity of papers
my professors have published or
how many patents they hav e. None
of that means anything to me if they
f;iil to create a stimulating learning
environment I wanted to come to
Kenyon because I knew my professors would be focused on me, not
el

work in their labs than explain something to me in office hours are not the
kind of people that my parents and I
are paving for. I realize that I cannot
depend on my professors to hold my
hand throughout the semester, but I
still expect to be taught by someone

who wants to teach. Not every
professor is perfect, but overall the
faculty is comprised of outstanding
teachers. However, if committees adopt the practice of hiring
researchers, I think Kenyon will
develop some serious problems.
First, of course, the school will
betray the students. We came here
to be challenged, not to be someone
to talk to for three hours a week in
exchange for research space. Furthermore, Kenyon will ostracize numerous potential applicants. Finally,
the school's tradition of academic
excellence will decline. No matter
how impressive a committee finds a
candidate's resume, it won't help the
school if the professor is incapable of
teaching the students.
This is not to say that professors
should not spend time on research.
I think research is a perfect way
to continue with one's education
and stay active with the newr
developments in a field. But being
a professor, especially a Kenyon
professor, requires more than a
desire to make discoveries and
write lxx)ks. By hiring researchers

instead of teachers, this school
will acquire professors w ho do not
have a passion for their students.
Tliis passion is currently w hat sets
Kenyon apart from oilier schools. If
we lose our teachers, Kenyon w ill
become just another
run-of-the-m- ill

institution.
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Cost of free speech vs. price of anonymity
MICHAEL PORSCHE
Guest Columnist

As a senior drama major,

I

am both confused with and disappointed by the outrage that the Kenyon community has expressed in
regards to the anonymous theatrical
reviews within the Collegian.
I recently completed part of my
senior exercise in dr;una by acting
in a production of Chekhov's The
Seagull. For all of KCIX-'- productions, the Collegian has maintained
s

an attitude generous enough to
devote plenty of attention to each
production by providing the Kenyon community with an extensive
preview of each show shortly before
it opens. The pieces are generally
well-ritten, and the writers take
care to gather information from
everyone on the production. These
pieces maintain a positive tone
throughout and do a nice job of
awareenhancing campus-wid- e
ness of each and every production.
This year, however, the Collegian has begun the apparently
controversial practice of publishing anonymous reviews of the
w

productions of KCDC shows after
they have closed. This is a terrible
atrocity for a variety of reasons, as
detailed by Freeman-Slad- e
as well
as others in the Feb. 17 issue of the
Collegian. My problems with the
criticisms laid out in this issue are
not directly related to the issue of
anonymity, per se. My problem is
that Jessica, as well as Will Adashek
and Andrew I 'errelt, all of whom I
have the utmost respect for seem
to be hiding behind the convenient
the anoguise of
nymity of (lie reviews as a means
to entirely dissuade the Collegian
from publishing an article that
expresses a particular opinion in
regards to a KCDC production.
In her article, Freeman-Slad- e
dramatically accuses the Collegian
of heinous journalistic practices in"
and "sheer
cluding
muckraking" as well as "blatant targeting for the sake of sensationalism." She also claims that "students'
performances are hacked to pieces
simply for the sake of journalism," mid that "the reviews of The
Seagull and Measure for Measure
spent more time blasting the perfor
pooh-poohin-

g

"mud-slinging-

mances of two specific actors th;m
on actually examining the dramatic
choices made in each production."
In my humble opinion, in the
case of The Seagull review at least,
this simply is not true. In fact, it
seems to be an overreaction on
the part of Freeman-SladThe
review from the Feb. 3 issue of the
Collegian heaps vast praise upon
the production of The Seagull. For
example, the w riter says, "Sarah
e.

Martin and her cast of thirteen
actors managed to bring out the
subtlety ;uid humor that is inherent,
but often overlooked, in Chekhov's
work."The closing paragraph of (lie
review is as follows: "Thank you
to everyone involved with this
production for raising the bar for
Kenyon Drama, for proving that a
senior thesis can Like on works as
daunting as Chekhov and for showing it can succeed so thoroughly. If
nothing else, you brought us a great
piece of theatre." These are only a
couple of examples of the overall
reaction the writer fell towards the
production, but for Freeman-Slad- e
to claim that "the only point of
these reviews is to tear down one

or two egos" is again simply untrue.
In particular, I felt the need to
write this article because I was one
of these "egos" being torn down.
First of all, I have absolutely no
problem with receiving this type
of feedback. I myself know that I
spent many hours working with a
group of wonderfully talented and
dedicated people to put together
tlus show. I also know that a
paragraph is not enough to
leave me destitute and depressed.
And, quite frankly, I applaud whoever the writer of that review was
for expressing honestly how they
felt about the play. They found
m;uiy positive things, and inevitably a couple of negative aspects as
two-senten-

ce

well.
I would also like to mention
this issue of honesty that is constantly brought up. Will Adashek
issues a challenge to "write honest reviews that don't embarrass
the reviewer and the Collegian,"
while Ferret claims, "it anonymous reviews promotes gossip
and unease," and that "the Collegian needs to promote honest
discourse." It seems to me that

their vision of honest discourse
is one in which statements that
criticize aspects of a production
are to be eliminated entirely. They
seem to want to attack every aspect of the reviews, whether it is
a lack of knowledge in general
in regards to the theater or poor
choice of wording, in order to
avoid claiming that their col- lective feelings have been hurt.
Freeman-Slad- e
asks thespian
and journalist both to "set a standard of mutual professionalism,"
but, given the rash and emotional
reaction by members of the drama
community, I'd say we're not
ready for that yet. Freeman-Slad- e
has also challenged us to find our
collective spines, but I would
prefer that she not implicate me
in basiling a journalistic practice
that needs some time to develop.
No one is going to become a seasoned drama critic overnight. It
takes time, just like in any other
aspect of the journalistic world. I
challenge the drama community
to give it a chance, regardless
of the supposedly controversial
question of anonymity.

Harvard president comments were inaccurate?
BYKATHRYN EDWARDS,
SARAH K. MURNEN
AND LINDA SMOLAK
Guest Columnists

and spatial perception. Although the
mental rotation tasks show the largest
gender difference, the size of the gender effect is only moderate in statistical
tenns. Furlhemiore, these
skills gender differences do not appear until middle childhood and can be
affected by practice or test instructions.
Playing with toys like blocks or video
games improves performance on these
visual-spati-

We understand that Kenyon
students have been quite interested
in the comments that I Iarvard's President Lawrence Summers made about
women's scientific capabilities. With
our combined backgrounds in biology,
psychology and women's studies, we
offer some commentary of our own
Why is there such a fuss over

Summers' statements?
There are at least two reasons
feminists were upset. First, Summers is president of one of the most
prestigious universities in the worid.
Ifis comments about the abilities of
women w ho are or may be students
and faculty members carry substantial
weight Suggesting that women may
be innately inferior to men in math and
spatial skills undermines women who
are trying to succeed in the sciences and
other related fields. Second, Summers
made a number of statements that were
inaccurate and rooted in biased mythology.

Are there gender differences
in the math and spatial skills that he
mentioned?
Psychologists have done so much
research on the topic of gender differences in cognitive "abilities" that the
research has been summarized using
This is a quantitative
review of the research on a topic.
allows us to understand
the size of the gender difference in any
cognitive skill and also tells us how
consistent the findings are.
skills, the size of
For
the gender differences varies by type of
test Women perform better than men
do on tasks involving spatial location
memory. Men perform better on tasks
of mental rotation, spatial visualization
meta-analysi- s.

Meta-analys- is

visual-spati-

al

al

tests.

do not operate independently of the
env ironment Second, any brain differences linked to performance could
easily be attributed to the effects of
experience on the brain. Indeed, ev en
in childlKxxl it is nearly impossible to
establish tliat neural connections are
purely innate. Third, ev idence now
suggests that experience influences
not aily immediate hormonal reactions
hormonal functionbut also long-tering (e.g., sexual abuse is associated with
early menopause). In other words, biology nev er operates independently of
the environment
We also need to be aware of
m

Performance on indices of scientific achievement is even more varuiHe.
There is virtually no difference in
performance on life sciences achievement tests ; the kirgest differences are on
physics tests, but even this difference
is not large. Furthermore, the number
of girls taking physics courses in high
school is now almost equal to boy s, and
the number of women physicists has
increased dramatically over the past
two decades. Like many other "gender
gaps," this one appears to be decreasing
overtime. Differences in math reasoning have also declined. Furthermore,
h
is
performance on the
influenced not only by
skills but also by confidence in one's
math ability; as a group, women are
SAT-Mat-

visual-spati-

al

less confident
Finally, Summers suggested that
men show ed more variability on math
and spatial achievement tests than
women I Ie suggested this indicated a
genetic basis for the gender difference.
But the greater variability in men's
scores is not evident in all cultures.
Indeed, in some cultures, women's
scores are more variable than men's.

Why can't we suggest these
differences are biologically based?
We am and many people have.
But we now understand the limitations
of relying on biology to explain gender
differences. First, behavioral genetics
are much better equipped to explain
within-grouvariability than belween-grou- p
differences. Furthermore, genes
p

the feminist critique of science.
Dr. Ruth Hubbard is an emeritus

professor of biology at Harvard
FJniversity. She first made her
name known in the area of visual
photobiology, but later was motivatedno doubt spurred by her
experiences at Harvard itself to
pursue the feminist critique of science, particularly biological determinism. She made two significant
1970s
observations in the mid-lat- e
about the practice of science that
she and others have further explored.

While

science

provides

methods for exploring questions
and restricts questions to those
amenable to scientific exploration, it does not frame the basic
questions; rather, the questions are
culturally determined. She argued
also that interpretations of data can
vary and can be made to appear
to fit or support different theories.
She stated that "Every theory is a
prophecy that orders
experience into the framework it
provides." An enjoyable read that
demonstrates this is Margot Sims'
booklet, Bestializing the Human
Female, in which she lakes scientific evidence about organisms to

show that male and female humans
are so different as to be separately
evolving species! Guess which is

most advanced.
What evidence is there about
the biological or sociocultural basis
of these gender differences?
Despite theories of biological
determinism, there is much reason to
suggest that sociocultural forces are
the main factors at work in the gender
differences Summers discussed. In
our culture, gender is a very important
category consider the first thing that
people ask when a baby is bom and
there are many ways we signal the
gender of children through dress, hair
style, etc.
We have many stereotypes about
gender that are reinforced in countless
ways in society. Research has shown
tkil these stereotypes can exert powerful influences on behavior. Stereotypes
also help to place women and men in
different roles in society, and these roles
then influence the behavior that can be
exhibited as the result of the role. To
take science performance as an ex

ample, if we assume that females and
males are different, that boys are more
likely to be good at science and consequently put boys in more situations
that encourage science performance, it
should not be a surprise when we produce more scientists from this group.
Finally, studying biology leads
one to value that the richness of life
lies in diversity, the diversity of organisms and the diversity of processes
and modifications. Biologists and
psychologists seek to describe these
differences. Moreover, all life on earth
has commonalities, f rom the bacterium
to the mammal. When we focus on
the relatively small genetic differences
betw een male and female, we are simultaneously led to ignore the richness
of the diversity of males and females
themselves, the variety of expression
and adaptation of our genes. It is the
latter diversity that makes any species
adaptable.
Editor 's note: Edwards is a Professor
of Biology, Murnen is a Professor of
Psychology, Smolak is a Professor of
Psycliology
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Keanu Reeves gets sent to Hell and back
The classic mature comic book Hellblazer gets a name change, an American makeover and a critic's spite
BY BRIAN SCHILLER
Film Critic

.

.

.

,

Reeves' acting career peaked
w hen he w asn't actually acting

Constantine

in the Bill aiul TeJ movies, and
so a character that doesn't rely
too heavily on dialogue is right

Starring Keanu Reeves,
Rachel Weisz, Djimon
Hounsou, Tilda Swinton
and Peter Stormare
Directed by Francis Lawrence
Vi (out of
)
No one can kill a movie quite
like Tilda- Swinton. Her initial
appearance in Constantine as
an androgynous form of a."half-breed- "
angel curiously named
Gabriel may be stilted, but it is
her reappearance that signifies
the real end of any discernibly
enjoyable film. The rather literal
Jens ex machina that she brings
with her transforms Constantine
from an admittedly dumb but
moderately entertaining film to
a much, much stupider version
of Dogma.

ir

i

f

r

,

under the

guidance of music video
rector Francis Lawrence, is a
sprawling attempt to capture
Jamie Delano and Garth
Hellblazer comic series on
film. The result is a comic book
action film without any real coherenceLawrence's direction,
while flashy and occasionally
interesting, is ultimately very
di-

En-ni- s'

Guest Writer

As the big day draws nearer,
senior vocalist Becky Grajeda is
d
aiming to meet a
challenge. For her upcoming senior voice performance,
Grajeda will present her peers,
fellow students and faculty with
much-anticipate-

talent showcase of different
genres, styles and periods of
music, none of which contains
the typical recital accompaniment of solo piano.
a

There is sure to be a bit of

something for every musical
taste, and the recital will feature
w ide variety of accompanying
instruments. Grajeda will sing an
aria from J.S. Bach's Mass in B
Minor that requires oboe and piano, as well as a few Scottish folk
songs that use the harp. She will
also perform compositions by
Spanish composer
Joaquin Rodrigo, which feature
guitar, and some musical theater
pieces by Adam Guettel that use
a mixture of piano, violin, oboe
and guitar.
"I wanted to work with
instruments other than piano,"
Grajeda says. "I wanted to get
used to working with multiple
instrumentalists and to get those
different timbres, seeing how
the different timbres affected
the sound of the song." Another
challenge awaits her vocally, as
her performance also includes
pieces by llildegard von Bin- -

a
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(courtesy of Glenn Fabry) in Constantine, a supernatural Matrix.
t

Keanu Reeves and his

i

ustrated counterpart

sloppy and clearly not thought
out. Characters and plot points
are picked up and dropped at

the

director's whim

poor

Shia LaBeouf is missing from
the film for almost an hour and
the film doesn't actually set up
Constantine's origins or abilities
in a timely manner.
For those unfamiliar with

the comic, John Constantine
(Reeves) exists in a state of religious neutrality, trying to "buy"
his way into heaven for his past
sins by expelling demons from
Earth. Angela Dodson (Weisz)
is a detective whose twin sister
Isabel commits suicide. While

investigating her sister's death,
which she's convinced is not a

Grajeda's A voice
BY LIZ SEIGLE
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Constantine

.

gen, an abbess and writer in the
twelfth century. "For the Hilde-gar- d
and riiuch more music of
the medieval ear, a clear vocal
sound without vibrato is often
used, w hich I am also aiming to
use."
"I don't know what inspired
me to sing," says Grajeda, "but
singers that have really hit me
are Bobby McFerrin and Cathy
Berberian. Both use their voice
without making word sounds."
She describes McFerrin as using
his voice as more of a
instrument, as a means of exploring the range of sound his voice
can produce.
Berberian had a different approach to her use of vocal expression. She didn't limit her instrument
and range of expression with words.
She sang a lot of pieces by Berio in
which her vocalizations mirrored
the expression of human emotions,
such as sobbing or the retching of
phy sical pain. Though many of the
sounds arc unpleasant to the ear,
they nonetheless present a broad
sx:ctruiri of humanity.
"Making noises w ith my voice
has been something I have always
done, and so to hear that in music, as
part of an art, just seemed to make
sense." Inspired by the visceral
sounds of McFerrin and Berberian,
Grajeda w ill perform with the ho)e
that her voice Ux) can reach her listeners. Come and see her in action
on Saturday, Feb. 26, al4p.m. in the
non-voc-

al

Brandi Recital Hall in Storer.

suicide, Angela comes across
Constantine and taps into her
sister's paranormal abilities.
Along with the help of fellow neutral Papa Midnite (the
sadly underused Hounsou), the
aforementioned Gabriel and
the comic relief sidekick Chas
(LaBeouf), Constantine and
Angela fight against the evil at
the root of Isabel's death.
There are weak jump-scarethere are somew hat nonsensical
plot points; there's even Bush's
s;

Gavin Rossdale, but there's
nothing in the first hundred
minutes of Constantine that
makes it anything more than a
action
flick. A throwaway line or two
ridiculous-yet-amusin-

g

and spots of
unintentional humor keep the
viewer interested, but their ap-

by Constantine

peal can last only so long once
the film's climax takes hold, it is
a deathgrip from w hich nothing
can survive. Contrived, asinine
and utterly useless
outside of

the final
chapter of Constantine does a
great disservice by trying to
unload its overtly moral messequel-provckin-

g

sages onto its audience.
John Constantine is the sort
of character that was built for

Keanu Reeves. Constantine's
presence and character do not
necessarily come from deliv-

ering convincing dialogue.
but from his ability to brood.

up Reeves' alley. That's not
to say Reeves' acting has improvedhis dialogue is usually
hilariously off w hen spoken or
that the role isn't a slightly disguised version of Neo.just that
producers are wisely starting
to find the "right" roles for
Keanu.
Constantine's budget is
by no means small, cbming in
around $ 100 million, but it uses
these effects almost exclusively
in the creation of its scenes in
hell and its demons. The demons are by no means impressivein fact, they're somew hat
laughable but one sweeping
image of hell, a barren wasteland engulfed in flames above
is proba
rave-of-the-damne-

d,

ably the singular visually
interesting scene in the film.
If unoriginal the scene reeks
of Matrix overtones at least
the visual effects department
show s one instance of creative
talent. This scene, however, is
mixed in between seemingly
dozens of scenes featuring the
characters being tossed around
by Hell's fiery furnace, much
like the film itself.

A student's guide to the 2005 Oscars
BY DAV1DJACOX
StalT Writer

Best Director: This year could be
another disappointing year for Mare
tin Scorsese. Although

Best Actor: Jamie Foxx's riveting
performance as Ray diaries is, or

period films and their directors tend
to do w ell in the Oscars (Braveheart ,
Titanic), America hasn't really been
holding its breath for the Howard
Hughes biography. Tay lor Hack-for- d

epic-scal-

should be, as close to a sure thing as
there is in this year's competition,
except for may be ( Tiarlie Kaufman 's

Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
ImJ for Original Screenplay. Wm
Cheadle turns in the performance of
his career in Hotel Rwanda, breaking
out of his own mold as a perennial
A

supX)rting actor, and deserv es to be
on the list. I x'onardo "the greatest
acting I ever did was drowning in

Titanic" DiCaprio, who somehow
won a Golden Globe for his role
in The Aviator, even has an outside
chance. However, oxx has them
all, including veteran Johnny Depp
(Finding NeverlanJ), outmatched.
Down to the smallest twitch, l'oxx
masterfully captures the heart and
soul of the legendary Ray Charles.
Best Actress: As much as Kate
1

Winslet and Imclda Staunton deserve
their nominations, this award conies
down to Annette Benin" (Being Julia) verstis Hilary Swank (Million
Dollar Baby). As talented as Benin"
is in her x.'ifonnance as the vengeful
Julia I .ambcrt, this could be a repeat
of l'W, where Swank (Hoys Don't
Crx dir. Kimbeiiy I'eirce) won over
Bening's x.'iforniance in American
Beauty. laving won both a ioklen
( ilobe and ( 'rilics'Choice Aw aid going into the ( Xscars, Swank seems to
be the favorite for her portrayal of
laggie Fitzgerald, the stalwart heroine of Million Dollar liahv.
I

C

H-V;-:.--

--
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If v

(Ray) and Alexander Payne
(Sidewaxs) are solid contenders,
but this year belongs to Ivastwood.
FastwxxxJ takes a premise, a boxing movie, with all the potential to
be a two hour cliche, and creates
something much more subtle and

The Director's Guild of
America recently honored him with
its prize for Outstanding Director. Since 19X0, the w inner of the
Director's Guild prize has won the
Best Director Oscar all btit tw ice.
Best Picture: While Million Dollar
Ilabv seems to be the favorite, the
other nominees are just as strong.
Snlewaxs conies into the ceremony
highly acclaimed, having won both
the Golden Globe and Critics'
Choice awards for best picture. For
my money, the Oscar should go to
AW. By far the best of Holly wood's
recent crop of bio pics, Ray captures
the triumph and the tragedy of Ray
Charles' life with Hare and grace and
is one of those films whose popular-

complex.

ity will live on long past the ( )scars.
I 'nlortunately for Ray, Raging Bull,
Till) Fiction and The Usual Suspects
are also that tyjv of film, and none
of them Uxik home the Best Picture
award.

Kevin (.jiickcs

Many competed, such as Andrew
Kingsley 06; one was victorious.
Andy Braddock '06 won the first
annual Kenyon Performance Art
Competition a first for 2005.
'

L'.NTF. RTAI N M F.N'I

AND ARTS. ARTS ANT)
F. N T F. RTA N M E N 1 '.
TOGFT1 IFR AGAIN .
FOR THE FIRST TIME.
KATIE WEISS IS THE
ARTISTIC ONE. TED
HORNICK HANDLES
ENTERTAINMENT.
YOU? YOU'RE THE
AND. WE1SSC ok I
I

.

.

IOR-N1CK-

FOR MORI'.

.

.

E

.
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Durang serves up delicious dark humor
crew ;ire returning this year because
they enjoyed working with Frecman-Slad- c
on xixluction.s in the past or w ere
captivated by the dynamic script tliat
m;uiy foiuxl lxlli hysterical and

BYADR1ENNE D.BORIS
Guest Writer

This week, the Black Box is
packed full of brides ;ukI yni y. According lo lioli loetor '07, this w eckend's
pnxlixtion of Hie Marriage of Belle
and Boo will "m;ike ytxi laugh, make

I

Guest Writer

'

I

we meet Malt, essentially (lie narrator
of tlx- xay, played by (r.iigC letting '08.
"All tlx; scenes in the play are selections from Malt's memory," Getting
expkiins. "1 Ie tries to make sense of
his family, ;uxl lx: tells tlieir story txX
only fix tlx- audieixc's benefit, but for
his own."
So wlial exactly dtx-- Matt liavc
to conteixl with during liis two luxirs
onstage? Well, to start, tliere's his
mother, 5clle. "Belle is," according to
tlx; actress xrtniing her, Annie I Jlon
'07, "in tlx; nicest of terms, ;m idealist.
She w ants Ixt life to be reminiscent of
a Winnie the Pooh carUxxi, but she's
consLintl y let down".
Aixl as if one misguided motlier
isn't enough, tliere's Bctte's motlier,
N tirgarct, played by I jin I Jlingwuxl
'07. "N tirgarct thinks lliat she's the
w orld's perfect motlx-r-, Ixit instead of
helping her family solve its problems,
she preteixLs they don't liavc ;my,"
says w ilh a laugh. N largarcl
is coupled nicely with her husband
Pai J, played by Nate I Avert Knxker
'07. "Paul is the voice of reason in
the Hrcnivm fiimily," exxaitis
"but he sjicaks entirely in

PJ

j

'

'

;..

V

-

s

Kevin (.juckes

r-reeman-S-

lade

Sophomores Bob Proctor and Annie Killon perform in this weekend's KCHC dessert
production The Marriage oj Bene and lino, directed by Jessica
'06.

1

e

II-lingwo-

ixl

--

Fwcrt-Krocke- r,

giblxrish."
Kelsey Ross '07 played Zlata in
last year's prixluclion of Necessary
Targets ;md play s Joiui in Belle and
Boo. Ross say s Prccnian-Sladapproached her and s;iid, "You might
Yvarit to aiulition. llicrc's ;uio(1kt b
role." Ross, smiling, describes Joan
as "irralioiuil ;uxl raging". She ;tdds, "I
tliink lliis play will sLirt a 1X of allstus,
Hull's
wkil I lovcalxHil it."
Hix)'s parents, K;irl ;md Soot,
;ire ix less colorful. James Miller '08
plays K;ir! Ihxfltxke, whom he calls
";ui intelligent guy. I le's a suirk
aixl a bil of a cyiric. Basically, tlie only
amusement lx- gets is from p xnting (xit
c

-

ve.

e

acting challenges for every single
character." She ;nJds, "I kive tlx; best
tech crew I've ever worked with. It is
possible to do a show in fixir weeks!"
Nkmv of tlx; actors and tlx: lech

j

-

c

co-fouixl- cr

BY JULIA DOUBLEDAY

g.

,

Attlx'lx-giiuiingofi't')w-

tlx-atr- e

tlx-atre-

lr':

;

Ixx-aiLscifsiixrc'diNydl'cnsi-

you cry ;uk1 m;ike you w ;mt to l;ike a
hath." 77ic A tannine of Belle and Boo,
adukexxnexly byOiristi)phcrl)iir;ing,
is the newest axllition to KClX''s season, bringing the a'tuni of "dessert
"
similar to dinner
but
with sweets to c;uiixls.
Jessica Frccin;ui-Slad'06, 1k;kLs
iq5 the cast Only weeks into her arrival
became
at Kenyon, Freeni;m-Slad- e
tlic
Theatre,
of Rcix-gadKenyon 's drama gnxip fix freshmen,
mxlcr whose name six.' directed Tom
Sloppard's Mrs. Warren's Profession.
I Ier soplximorc yeiir brought Kenyon-EvFjislcr's Necessary Targets. A
ckxilxe major in Finnish ;uxl sociology ,
Freeman-Slad- e
speiiks passionately
abixit this weekend's show.
"Tliis play kis really been in tlx;
making for nine years," six; says. "I saw
it when I was twelve and thought, 'lliis
is jt' perfect eiisemWe show. It's funny,
it's tragic, it's true lo life, ;uxl there ;ire

heart-reixlin-

Oscar Party
KFS hosts a Sunday bash

a-alis- l

-

how absurd everyoix: else is. Wliich
he dtx-s- , often, ;ind as nastily as possible."
Mike Ladders '05 m;ikes his

ecclesiastical debut at Kenyon as
Father Doniiidly, tlie Oilholic priest
who is cursed with a constant but
often iiicfi'ectual urge to try to help tlx;
Brcniiiins.
Lllingwixxl and Fallon assure
thcatergix.Ts tliat they'll "never need
to come rip with another dead baby
joke as long as they Jive.'.' Fallon
adds, "Seriously. The Marriage of
Belle and Boo is one long dead
and Pnx.tor
warn, "Don't vacuum gravy!"
Domestic lessons ;uid
e
aside, the cast ;md crew of Tlie A
of Belle and Boo are tackling
with intelligence
their tasks head-o- n
and enthusiasm. "It's a gixxl show
for a gtxxl cause," IYixluclion Stage
N lanagcr Jelfrey Gardner '(17 observes,
baby-joke!-

Lwcrt-Krock-

"

cr

one-line-

rs

lar-riag-

Baadasssss!
Friday , 8:00 p.m.
Higley Auditorium

how honest ;ui ;iccoiint it truly is. Wliile

l'H,

In
a film b tlie name
of Sweet SweelbcK k's Baadasssss
Song was released, spawning a
new-movemen-

t

of independent black
film (sometimes know n as "blav
ploilalion"). The film was directed
by pioneer Mehin N an I'eebles ;uid
is p;iid tribute to in last year's aptly
titled Baadasssss.', directed by his son
Mario. In addition to directing, lario
also play s his own fatlxr in tlx: film,
part of an ensemble cast lliat includes
David Alan Grier, Adim West ;uid
is (also seen in last week's.
Ossic
lx; XLssed away eiirlier
Bublxi
this niixith).
In Baadasssss! tlie y txniger iui
Peebles recounts tlie obstacles tliut
his fatlxT had to overcome in order to
make his classic film. Mehin Van Peebles spent much of bis own money on
tlx; film after being rejected by every
major studio in I IollywixxL WTien he
did raise nxxiey, he kid to do so under
the guise of rruiking a pomo, which
was apparently more ;xrcptiible that
a black m;m making an ambitious
controversial film. The racial climate
of tlx; time created plenty of problems,
such as when members of his crew
were arrested because the police
assumed that a group of black men
cxxildn't have gotten tlx;ir expensive
equipment legally.
When a son m;ikes a film iilxxil
his father, one "eixxalh has to wonder

Ia

Ho-Te-

p;

inm;ui

tlieir village's '"purification" ccrcmiv
l oof them head towards tlie city.

ways
an homage to Meh in Van Peebles.
the givalcst accomplishment
of lus son is lo xesenl him as honestly
as X tssiblc. 'Hie film di icsn't gloss over
Meh in's Haw s aixl genenJly presents
eenls as tliey occurred. Mario also
dxs a great job of slxiwing tlie laiger
context in which tlx; film was treated,
wliich gives the audience a greater
scase ci its imporUuxx'. llx; ivsult is
a film tliat is IxXli edixatioiuil and fun
to watch. The film lias ;in undeniably
cxx)l style, but what reiilly m;ikes Baa-

ny.

dasssss! work is Miirio ';ui Peebles'
commitmenl to telling ;ui honest story
UiiU gi cs us an idea of what is was like-tactmilly be there at lliis imX)itint

soiuxls horribly Uxlious ;uid depressing. While die film presents a
;uid cmotioiKiIly-wrougl- il
sccmuio, Scmlxmc kindles tlx; gra
ity of tlx; silmition in such a way tliat
tlie film still very much holds your
interest. There are lighter aspects,
such as some of die colorf ul kxiils of

iiKftiiv.v.s.v.v.'iscerUiinlY

x-rfiai-

s

nuMiient in . Vmcrican

e tl ie oil lei foi ir seek re l uge w i ll l a
Milage motlxTW ho prc icxisly refused
I

li

I

to let lief daughter umlcrgo (lie ntnal
mutilation. She takes tlie gills in, ;uxl
in okes a "iiK xlaadc" on tlie house, a
tradition w liich ft xixcLs ;m liann ct filing lo tlie giris as long as they rcmain
inside, lliis action sets tlie mi Hlxr;ind,
e eiilu;illy. otlier w omen of tlie low n
against tlie mling men w!k insist on
niiiinUiining tlie ancient ritual, despite
all its dingers.

This premise undoubtedly
s

en-seriou-

o

Saturday, 8:00 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
For most Americans, the name
Ousniiux: Sembcix; will ikx ring a Ixil
Intemati xt il film circles, however, lx Jd
the 82 year old Senegalese director in
tlie highest reg;ird, commonly viewing
him as the father of African cinema.
I lis films have long explored themes
of feminism in terms of larger issixs
facing African culture. I Ie continues
this trend in last year's Moolaade, an
.examination of female circumcision
a practice long frowned upon in tlie
industriiilized west, but still iracliccd
in over h;df of Africa
When six young girls flee from

.

ox-nin-

1

g

e

PREMIERE THEATRES MOVIE TIMES

Another thing tliat makes tlie
film so consistently engaging is how
Senibene pkices il in a kirge scx;i;il
context I "em;ilc circumcision is not
the only issue here, and Scmbcnc
demoiLstnites how the problem faced
by the six girls relates to larger sockil
issues. Moolaade is a story about the
conflict lx;tw een tradition and modernity. '1 lie word "iniporUuil" can
get tlirow n ;uound a lot in describing
;ut, but it's tnic of A loolaade in every
sense, lliis is im iiiiX)itiuil film from
an inixrt;uit director for its look at tlie
Jason Smith

INTERESTED IN CREATIVE WRITING?
The English Department will hold two informal workshops to give students applying to
introductory creative writing courses for fall semester help with their writing samples.
writing sample to one of the following sessions:
Bring 15 copies of your
3-pa- ge

Saturday, February 26, 3 p.m., Crozier Center
Sunday, April 3, 3 p.m., Crozier Center

rated PG, 97 min.
Because of Winn-DixiSat, Sun and Monday at 12:40 and 2:50
Fri and Tues -T- hursday at 5:00, 7: 10 and 9:20
Constantine, rated R, 121 min.
Sat, Sun and Monday at 1:30
Fri and Tues Thursday at 4:30, 7:00 and 9:30
Son of the Mask, rated PG, 94 min.
Sat, Sun and Monday at 1:15 and 3: 15
Fri and Tues Thursday at 5: 15, 7: 15 and 9: 15
118 min.
Hitch, rated PG-1Sat, Sun and Monday at 1:20
Fri and Tues -T- hursday at 4:50, 7: 10 and 9:30
169 min.
The Aviator, rated PG-13-,.
Sat and Sunday at 1:30
Fri and N Ion Thursday at 9:00
Are We There Yet?, rated PG, 91 min.
Fri and X Ion Thursday at 5:00 and 7:00
97 min.
Man of the House, rated PG-1Sat and Sunday at 12:30 and 2:40
at 4:50, 7:00 and 9: 0
Fri and N
86 min.
Cursed, rated PG-1Sal, Sun and Monday at 1:20 and 3:20
Fri and Tues -T- hursday at 5:20, 7:20 and 9:20
e,

the vilUigc.

--

1--

w ill go to tlie new Hospice
location in It. Yemon.
On tlie brink of
night,
reeiiKui-Sladasserts, '"lliis is tlie
most exciting show I've ever worked
on. You w ill liavc an incredibly gtxxl
evening at tlie theater."
The Marriage of Belle and Boo
w ill be performed in tlie Old B;uik
Building on Friday, Feb. 25, ;md Saturday, Feb. 26. Desserts will be served
at 7 p.m., ;uid tlie show will begin at 8
p.m. Tickets are S5, ;md ;ill proceeds
benefit tlie new Hospice in Mount
Yenion.

--

ciixma

Moolaade

1--

lixxccds

Why consider attending the
Kenyon Film Scxicty's anniuil Oscar
p;irty ? For sUirtcrs, you will enjoy the
company of oilier Kenyon students,
you will be hungry and, as if strangers
with candy weren't enough incentive,
you want to Uxk at celebrities, and tlie
Yillagc N Lirket never )ias US Weekly:'
Or you might want to recognize artistic achievement in film, in which case
maybe you should just go to Sundance
or something.
But whatever the reason, everyone enjoys the Academy Awards, and
on Sunday, Feb. 27, KFS invites any
Kenyon student who needs a break
from rigorous academic study to stop
by for four or so hours. The party begins at seven and w ill continue until
tlie flriiil awards have been received.
And while no one w ill w ant to miss a
single riveting moment of tlie broadcast, KFS jazzes tilings upabitfurtlier
by offering prizes to (lie winners of tlie
;innmtl "Oscar Pot J." The food mentioned earlier? Mostly movie theater
fare: popcorn, stxla and tlie like.
All this will Uike place in the
Peircc Lounge, and a great time
should be had by all who attend The
atmosphere w ill be light and fun;
says KFS student coordinator Brian
Schiller, "Hell, come in costume if
y ou w ant."
Generally, the student body
seems excited for tlie big night, too.
Say s Anna Stevens '08, "The Oscars
are a night I lixk fonv;ird to every year
because not only do you get to see tlie
lxt of couture, but it wraps up tlie
cinematic year as a w hole."
Whether or not you choose to
participate in tlie ptxil or come in
costume, whether yixi truly have ;in
interest in cinema or just want to make
judgmental comments about actresses'
taste in fashion, there truly is nothing
like Osair night. So lliis year, the year
of the 77lh .Annual Academy Awards,
consider making that long trek from
Peircc Great I till, w here y ou will be
ailing dinner, to Peircc I jounge, where
llie TV is, and sil kick, relax and enjoy
the show.

.

3,

3.
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Thursday, March 3rd
Friday February, 25th
Coming soon: The Pacifier, Be Cool. Hostage and Robots
hi tp:.-- www.iieeinovies.com
,
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Thursday, February 24, 2005
Reading: Honoree Jeffers
8:00 p.m.
Pierce Lounge

Friday, February 25, 2005
Dance and Drama: The Marriage of Bette and Boo,
by Christoper Durang
Dessert at 7:00 p.m., show begins at 8:00 p.m.

Guild Commons

Gund Concert Series: The American Chamber
Players
8:00 p.m.

Rosse Hall

Saturday, February 26, 2005
Athletics: Mind and Body Workshop
12:00 p.m.

Gund Ballroom

Senior Lecture: John Goehrke
1:00 p.m.

Brandi Recital Hall: Storer Hall
Dance and Drama: The Marriage of Bette and Boo,
by Christoper Durang
Desert at 7:00 p.m., show begins at 8:00 p.m.

Gund Commons

... BUT I PONT HAVE MY BATON
THIS WEEK: MISTAKES

Comedy: Olde English

"Admit your errors before someone else exaggerates them.

9:00 p.m.,

Andrew

Gund Commons

V.

Mason

'Its discouracing to make a mistake, but its iumiliating wi ien you find out
Chuck Daly
you're so unimportant ti iat no one noticed it."
i

Sunday, February 27, 2005

'An

Global Cafe: Theme: Spain.

EXPERT

IS A

MAN

VI IO

I

IAS MADE ALL TI IE MISTAKES WI I1CI

very narrow field. "

6:00 p.m.

Snowden

1

CAN BE MADE IN A

nlels bohr

"you must learn from ti ie mistakes of oti ii. rs. you can't possibly live long
samuel levenson
enougi i to make all of ti iem yourself"

Monday, February 28, 2005
Tuesday, March

1,

2005

Lecture and Discussion: How Citizens Talk: Rhetoric and Deliberation. Speaker: Prof. Bouman

"Never say 'oovs.' Always say 'Ai i, interesting.'

"

Anon

This space for rent!

11:10a.m.

Pierce Hall Ijounge

Wednesday, March 2, 2005

Advertise in
The Kenyon Collegian.

Athletics: Baseball vs. Oberlin College
1:00 p.m.

McCloskey Field

Contact us at collegiankenyon.edu

O
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Basketball Lords finish seasonotra rough road
1
JON PRATT
Stall Reporter

BY

The

2004-200-

Kenyon

5

Lords ended the season with a
NCAC record after losing
two regular season games on
the road. The team fell to the
number one, nationally-ranked- ,
Wooster Scots hy a score of 95-5- 6
in the first round of playoffs
on Tuesday night. The Lords

4-1-

Josh Klinger

overtime against Hiram and
Matt Formato made two foul

Rebounds

Josh Klinger

n

Field Goal Percent
Mike Cohen

Till

ed

Wieczorek

6,

Three-Poi-

Free-Thro-

scored 1 1 points in the following
two and a half minutes to bring
the Lords within three points of
Denison. However, time ran out
before the Lords could make a
full comeback. Denison scored
six points from free throws,
which was enough to beat Kenyon in the final minute, 80-7On Feb. 19, Kenyon had an
3.

lead over Wabash

w

Matt Formato

Points Per

6.

71-6- 0

.427
.385

Percent
.800
Arlen Galloway

improved, scoring 36 points,

earned eleven points. Kenyon
with 3:40 left
was down
in the second half, but Formato

.583
.576

Percent

nt

Matt Formato
Harvey Yates

0.

but Wooster added 47, making
Wooster
the final score 95-5advances to face Larlham in the
second round of playoffs.
On Feb. 16, Kenyon faced
their rival, the Denison Big Red.
Formato brought his best game
and scored a season high of 28
points, while Klinger had fifteen
points and junior Tyler Rehm

110
108

Matt Formato

o

--

--

.790

Game Avg .
18

Matt Formato
Licna Fcrn.indL-

Josh Klinger goes up for a block in a recent game atTom-sic- h
Arena. The Lords' play-oexperience culminated in an early exit
Wooster on Tuesday.
against
ar

Tyler

Rehm

8.7

Fouls
Tyler

Rehm.

73
68

Matt Formato

ff

top-seed-

ed

with 4:30 left in regulation, but
Wabash scored nine points in
the following three minutes to
w ith 35
tie the game at 54-5seconds left to go. The ball
was in Wabash's possession
4

with 1.4 seconds left when
they called a lime out to set up
a long inbound pass and a last

second shot. Wabash threw the
ball down the length of the court
and it deflected off the hands of
a Kenyon player and into the
hands of a Wabash player, Kyle

Medeiros, w ho made a last second jump shot to w in the game
56-5-

Nonetheless, this season did
not lack excitement, as two Kenyon games w ent into overtime
and four games ended w ith point
spreads of four points or less.
In the Lords' first game of the
season against Goucher College
on Nov. 20, Formato, Klinger

and

within three points of Goucher
with 1:20 left in the second
half, 69-6But Goucher put the
brakes on Kenyon 's comeback by
scoring an additional four points
and winning 73-6However, on Dec. 8 Kenyon
stopped a comeback by Grove
City College. Grove City went
on an 18-- 6 run in the final minutes and came within one point
6.

4.

first-yea-

Andrew Good

r

combined to score 24 points in
eleven minutes to bring Kenyon

6.

of Kenyon with one minute
The Lords
remaining,
made three free throws in the
66-6-

5.

shots with 2.3 seconds left that
won the game for Kenyon, 67-65.

On Feb. 12, Kenyon pulled
ithin three points of Larlham
with ten minutes remaining.
However, the Lords' disappointing 36 percent field goal
percentage and 24 percent three
point percentage held the Lords
to an accumulation of 57 points
compared to Earlham's 66.
Klinger said that the highlight of the season was "winning
back to back games at Hiram and
Oberlin." On Feb. 5, Kenyon
then
defeated Oberlin 67-4Kenyon w ent on to beat Hiram
78-5- 9
on Feb. 9.
"We matured tremendously
as a team over the course of the
season," said sophomore Mike
Cohen. "We are excited to come
back next year and show that w e
are a better basketball team than
our record shows."
"There are teams that never
have to go through adversity and
when it comes they don't know
how to react," said Head Coach
MattCroci. "Our freshmen got a
year of college basketball experience that is immeasurable. We
learned to continue playing hard
and to try to get better even
when things weren't going our
way."
w

6;

.

-

First-ye-

5.

3.

44
29

Matt Formato

1

69-6-

nt

Josh Klinger

was held to seven points.
the
The Scots
Lords 39-1and averaged 54
percent from three point range
and 62 percent from the inside.
At the half, Wooster was up
28 points with a score of 4S-2In the second half Kenyon

nt

71
51

Steals

first-yea-

eight-poi-

471
225

Rehm

Matt Formato

Chris Yorlano and junior
Galloway each earned ten
r
Klinger had
points,
nine points and junior Matt
out-rebound-

Dec. 22, Kenyon managed
to beat Allegheny by a score
of 72-6- 8
after the Gators came
within two points of the Lords
in the last 30 seconds.
Jan. 22, the Lords lost to
Oberlin in overtime when Ober-lin'- s
Qui n ton Spencer made a
shot,
bu..er beating three-poimaking the score 74-7Jan. 27, the Lords went to

Assists

the way to the end of the season
and finished w ith a
overall
record.
Against 'Wooster, first-yea- r

For-mat-

Points
Tyler

faced immense adversity all

Ar-le-

last minute and sealed the win,

Matt Formato

2

5-2-

Final Statistical Leaders

Indoor track teams show bright spots in bleak winter
Lords and Ladies mix it up against Denison and Capital; Walker sets records and qualifies for NCAAs
BY WILL O'KEEFE

Staff Reporter

This past w eekend the men
and women's indoor track &
field team traveled to Denison
University to compete in the
Greater Columbus Meet. Both
teams excelled, taking sixth
place in the meets overall.
The women's track & field
team w as lead by junior Katie
Walker who won the long jump
competition, with a record
4" jump, the
breaking 17'
longest jump in the NCAC this
season. Walker is now undefeated this season in the long
jump with a record of
jump
With her record-settinshe also met the provisional
requirement for the NCAA
Division III Championships.
Junior Katy Cameron also
placed well for Kenyon, finishing second in the
race. Also contributing for the
11-- 1

4--

g

200-met-

er

0.

Ladies was senior Fmily Roth
taking fourth place in the high
jump.
The previous weekend
the team traveled to Capital
University for the Purple and

White Invitational, where
they took tenth place. The
Ladies were led by second-placfinishes from junior
Jen Quimby and sophomore
Julia Plonowski in the 5,000
r
races.
and
The following day, two
Ladies traveled to Ohio
Northern L'nivcrsity for the
e

1,500-mete-

Championship.
only two
sending
Despite
competitors, the Kenyon
All-Ohi- o

Ladies took fourteenth place
out of nineteen teams. Katie
Walker extended her unbeaten
streak, providing the bulk of
the points, while Katy Cameron also contributed with her
dash.
finish in the
55-met-

er

Cameron mentioned the

conference championships
and the season as a whole,
saying "We have been pretty
competitive despite our lack
of facilities and that we arc
missing five of bur seven lop
distance runners. I have also
seen a lot of improvement in
strength, speed and agility
over the past five weeks on
the sprinting team. All we
can do is work hard and do
our best, and I think the results from the past few meets
have really documented our
improvement."
r
For the Lords,
first-yea-

Brandon Balthrop showed
off his ability with finishes
of fourth, fifth, and sixth,
in the

400-mete-

55-met-

r,

hurdles and

300-mete-

spectively. In the

er

re-

r,
5,000-mete-

r

race, Kenyon finished strong
on the backs of junior Rich

small, has had a great showBartholomew and senior Tyler Newman, fourth and fifth ing of talent. All of us bring
110 percent to each practice
respectively.
meet. Every member has
and
The Kenyon men's track
enthusiastically stepped up
team has show n flashes of brilliance throughout this winter to the challenge of racing
season. Their best meet of the multiple events per meet, and
year was the previous w eek at has exceeded the performance
the Capital University Purple expectations of many. With
and White Invitational where the men's team placing first
they had eight finishers in the in the Capital Invitational,
lop three. The Lords were led .we are optimistic for a strong
by Bartholomew, who earned finish at the upcoming NCAC
points in two Championships."
This coming weekend the
events, Balthrop, junior Mark
r
Charlie Lords' and Ladies' indoor
Geiger and
Ilershow who all had second-plac- e track teams will be headed
back to Granville, where
finishes.
Balthrop discussed the they will compete in the Last
progress that the team has Chance Meet. This is the final
made saying, "I am really meet before the NCAC Champroud of our teams perfor- pionships, which will also be
mance considering the training held at Denison on March 4
conditions that we have had so and 5. Both teams look to have
good showings before heading
far throughout the indoor seainto the spring season.
son. The sprint team, although
first-plac-

e
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Ladies pound Hiram Terriers

ut

BY ADAM JACKSON BEY

Staff Columnist

As any sports fan who has
been listening to sports radio
or reading the sports section
of any major paper knows, the
National Hockey League and
its players' union were unable
to come to an agreement and
decided to cancel their season.
While this news did not
come as a shock to anyone,
it still probably saddened the
ing populace of our
sports-lo- v
neighbors to the north as their
national sport w as canceled.
However, perhaps the biggest
slap in the face was to an entire

generation of United States
hockey fans.
Twenty-fiv- e
years ago
Tuesday, what is widely
considered the greatest event
in American sports occurred:
the United States defeated the
Soviet Union in the semifinals
of the 1980 Lake Placid Olym-

pics. As the young hockey
players prepared for the
Olympics, the Cold War was
in full swing. President Carter
declared that the US national
team would not compete in
that summer's Olympics in
Moscow. Soviet troops were
marching through Afghanistan, while Americans were
being held hostage in Iran.
Inflation and interest rates
were soaring. The opponents
across the rink looked no better for the young American
team.

The Russian team was

considered to be the best
hockey team in the world.
Their lineup included future
Hall of Fame goalie Vladlislav

Tretiak and captain Boris
Mikhailov, who was known
as "the Gordie Howe of Gorky
Street," as w ell as a handful of
other players who would go on
to play in the NHL. The Russians were considered to be of
professional caliber during a
time when all Olympians had
to be amateurs. In fact, the
Soviets had defeated a team

the year
of NHL
e
series,
before in a
winning the third and final
with,
game, a decisive
Vladimir
goalie
their backup
Myshkin. They came in with a
winning tradition as well, not
All-Sta-

rs

three-gam-

6--

0,

losing an Olympic match in 22
years.
The United States, on the
other hand, had an average
age of only 22 years old the

youngest hockey team in
Olympic history. The last
time that an American team
won a hockey gold medal
was twenty years before, and
the American and Russians

had faced each other thirteen
days before, Team USA falling to the mighty Soviet team
in Madison Square Garden by
the appalling score; of 10-The Russians looked poised to
take home their fifth straight
Olympic hockey gold.
3.

Playing the Soviets for the
second time in two weeks, the
Americans fell behind twice
in the first period. Twice they
tied the game in that period, the
second time on a rebound shot
by Mark Johnson in the last

second before halftime. Because of that goal, the second
period saw Soviet coach Viktor
Tikhonov replacing Tretiak for
Myshkin. The switch seemed
to work at first Myshkin gave
up no goals in the second periodthough much of that may
be because Team USA only had
two shots on goal during that
time.
The third period saw the
thanks
Russians ahead by
goal by
to a second-perio- d
3--

2,

Aleksandr Maltsev, twenty
minutes away from the end
of the gold medal game. But
it was not to be. With 8:39 left
in the period, Johnson scored
his second goal of the game
to tie the match at three. A
scant 81 seconds later, team
captain Mike Fruzione scored
to give the United States their
first lead of the contest. As the
seconds slowly ticked by, the
Americans were getting closer
and closer to completing the
impossible. Finally, with the
crowd counting down in the
background, ABC Sports' Al
Michaels uttered one of the
most famous lines in sports

lore, "Do you believe in
miracles? Yes!" as the USA
hockey team celebrated their
phenomenal victory over the
power Russian team.
Twenty-fiv- e

years ago, the

United States 1980 Olympic
hockey team completed the
"Miracle on Ice," defeating
Finland 4-- 2 for the gold medal.
Team USA brought together a

nation that was in need of
heroes by their gritty, workmplay. They brought
an-like
the sport of hockey to a nation and a generation that ivas
ready to embrace it. Light days
ago. the NHL cast a shadow
of darkness across the sport,
canceling the season and possibly turning that same nation
and generation against it. The
sport of hockey for this season
was tarnished by the greed of
both its players and (lie owners.
Hopefully the memory of this
miracle will allow for America
to believe that hockey can once
again carry the hopes of a

BY MARC STEINER

Staff Reporter

loss
For their effort in a 5
to Kenyon earlier in the week, the
Hiram Terriers earned an eighth
seed in the NCAC tournament
and a first round date with the
Ladies. The second
round of this
match-u- p
proved even more
lopsided, with the Ladies pounding Hiram 69-2The struggling Terriers were
badly exposed by the Ladies in
almost all facets of the game.
60-3- 5
They were
and harassed into endless errant
shots. The few shots Hiram made
were so rare they inspired shock,
d
desperation
such as the
three-poishot heaved from near
midcourt that gave the Terriers
some bonus points in garbage
1--

top-seed-
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ed
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r

time.

After seeing that miraculous

shot fall and the final buzzer
sound, many were likely thinking that the Terriers would have
had more luck launching those all
game, because the Ladies' defense
was a steel curtain. Sent home to
lick their wounds, the Terriers
likely did not take a look at the
final box score. If they did, they
would be painfully reminded of
their ten for 56 shooting night, a
paltry 17.9 shcxHing percentage.
While Hi rani did not provide
the Ladies stiff opposition, the
game was far from insignificant.
With the v ictor), the Ladies secured home court for the remainder of the tournament, an important advantage and an exciting
opportunity for the Kenyon community. The Ladies also took the
game as an chance to refine rough
edges. When asked what the team
emphasized, senior Dana I Ialicki
said "working as a team, especially
on defense, which we had been
struggling on." Junior Kaly Zea-na- h
added that alter allowing 37
points to Hiram's Cassie Bedard
in their previous game, the team
"doubled her dow n in the post
which worked really effectively
and shut down their inside game."
The Ladies forced Bedard into foul
trouble and held her to only three
points. Zeanali also made mention

Kevin Guckes

in Tuesday's NCAC playAlisha Moreno goes up for a lay-u- p
Ladies,
who
beat the Terriers last
The
off game against Hiram College.
weekend, completed the sweep with a convincing 69-2- 8 victory, securadvantage for the duration of the tournament.
ing home-couFirst-ye-

ar

rt

of the Ladies' preparation prior to
the game, saying "we knew all of
I Iiram's plays. Coach I Ielfant docs
a really good job of preparing us
w ith scouting reports."
Despite excellent effort by the
Ladies on defense and rebounding,
their offensive execution was poor.
The game could easily have been

more lopsided, and

first-yea-

r

Hilary Gowins had reserv ations
about the v ictory. Worried about
the sloppy performance of the Ladies' offense and their
shooting percentage, she said that
the team "played selfishly." She
added that while a v ictory was
always positive, "the bad thing
36-perce-

nt

about playing a team of this level
is that you play down to their level,
and it sets you back, and then you
have to w ork to get back to where
you were."
But if a 69-2- 8 rout constitutes
playing down to a lower level, the
more worthy opponents awaiting
the Ladies in the remainder of
the tournament should not expect
anything less than a tenacious and
hungry Kenyon squad. As for the
remainder of the tournament and
tougher challenges ahead, Zeanah
spoke for the team: "We're looking forward to having our fans
here and we're ready for a second
championship."

Tennis racks up early season wins
The Kenyon Lords tennis team is off to an impressiv e start early in the season, as they soundly dein Craw fords ille, Ind. The team, which is ranked at number 25 in the
feated three schools on Feb.
n
Institute of Technology w ith
country, beat Wabash College, the University of Chicago and
1
and 0 respectively.
team scores of
Against Wabash, the whole team came ready to play, taking the Little Giants without losing a set. Sefirst-yeniors Borko Tesie, Joe Freeman and Brian Taubman each started out with dominating wins before
first-yeN
I
Thomson
Farl
and
latt
Iaugen
Junior
his
opponent
over,.
defeating
Greg Sussman look
each defeated their opponents before the doubles teams took over, shutting out Wabash widi three w ins.
The same day, versus Chicago, the Lords dropped just one set, as Chicago's Bharath SiUiian defeated
Again, Tesic and Freeman
sophomore Alex Laporte, who rebounded the next day against
totaled their competition, as did sophomore Sean Stewart and senior Mike I Ierrick. The team look all three
12-1- 3
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doubles matches.
On the thirteenth, the Lords once again went undefeated, and in familiar fashion. Tesic, Stewart,
Taubman, Laporte, Sussman and senior Josh Mabra each crushed their opponents. The doubles teams of
and 5
Stewart. Freeman, Sussman Hen ick and I Iaugen Mabra solidified the w in w idi scores of
respectively.
The team is now 1 on the season mid w ill next compete on March 7 at Palm Beach Atlantic Univer8--

8-- 2

0,

8--

3--

sity.
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Sara Kaplow

